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ÀBSTRÀCT

The purpose of this study was to compare the

effectiveness of explicit grammar instruction with error
correction and experiential-l-y-oriented instruction without
error correction in teaching the English article system to
advanced Chinese ESL sLudencs.

A pretest-posttest control

Cantonese-speak ing under graduate

18 to 26 years, v¡as used.

group design, involving 24

students from Hong Kong, aged

Alt subjects took a pretest measuring proficiency in
article usage. After this, they were assigned to three
different groups in a balanced manner.

Group A: Grammar-Correction Treatment Group

Group B: Experiential- Treatment Group

Group C: Control Group

The two experimental groups met separately once a week to
receive instruction. The control group did not meet to receive

any treatment. After five sessions, the three groups took a

posttest designed to again measure proficiency in article
usage.

On the

f oll-ows "

basis of the finoings, the results were as

Explicit grammar instruction with error correction and

experientiall-y-oriented instruction without error correction
lrere Lroth sign!.ficantJ-y effective in teaching the English
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article system to Chinese ESL students at the p=.05 level_

within the limitations of the study. In contrast r no

significant progress was made by the controL group at a1l_ on

the posttest. Besides, group A did significantry better than

group B and group C on the posttest, but group B was not

significantly better than group C on the same test.
The findings of this study revealed that these two kinds

of instruction are beneficial to ESL students in their written
language production as long as the instruction is carefullw
and systematically planned. Not only do these resurts concur

with those of the studies done by Dole (1984) and Abraham

(1985) but they also agree with Johnson's (L982) idea that
real communication promotes learning.
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Chapter One

Introduction

Background of the Study

Should grammar be taught

grammar a stumbling block or

the ESL cl-assroom? Is

stepping stone for ESL

1n

students? These questions have been the subject of much

controversy (Krashen, I9B2; Larsen-Freeman, 1991). Of course,

these questions may not have cl-ear cut answers because they

involve a wide range of aspects that need to be looked at
individually. For example, how should English granmar be

taught in the ESL classroom? Shou1d it be a focus in teachinq

at aII levels?

The present research is designed to add more information

about the teaching of grammar in the ESL classroom. The

findings of this study are interesting in that they deal with
24 Chinese students whose native language family is totally
different from English. For instance, there is no article
system or tense-aspect system in the Chinese language as there

is in English. This means thar, in learning ESL, Chinese

students cannot take as much advantage of their native
language as those whose native language belongs Lo the Indo-

European language family.
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Statement of the Problen

The purpose of this study was to compare the

effectiveness of "expliciL grammar instruction with error
correction" and "experiential-ly-oriented instruction without
error correction" in teaching the English articre system to
advanced ESL students. This was accomprished by comparing the

performance on using articles of two experimentar groups with
that of a contror group in their written language production.

The studv compared:

(I) the score obtained by each subject in the granmar-

correction treatment group on the pretest with that
obtained by the same subject on the posttest.

(2) the score obtained by each subject in the

experiential treatment group on the pretest with
that obtained by the same subject on the posttest.

(3) the score obtained by each subject in the control_

group on the pretest with that obtained by the same

subject on the posttest.

(4') the scores obtained by the grammar-correction

treatmenL group on the posttest with those obtained

i:y the experiential treatment group on the same

(s) the scores obtained by the granmar-correction

treatment group on the posttest with those obtained

by the control group on the same test.
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(6) the scores obtained by the experiential treatmenc

group on the posttest with those obtained by the

control group on the same test.
Note that the results of the pretest indicated that the three

groups vJere not significantly different from one another with
respect to their proficiency in using the English article
system.

Significance of the Studv

This study is an attempt to provide information ro

support or refute some of the beriefs about granmar teaching

and error correction mentioned in Chapter Two. It may help

ansvrTer questions such as:

-Is the teaching of grammar beneficial to ESL students

in their written language production?

-Can related and consistent explicit error correction
change students' language behaviour?

-What are the most effective granmar-teaching techniques

in the ESL classroom?

Furthermore, this study may indicate if Engtish article usage

can be taught deductively. rt may have direct application ro
the teaching of English granmar aspects, especi_a1ly those

which do not exist in the students' native language. Finally,
as this study looked at only one language aspect, the English
articLe system, further research will, need to be done in other
grammatical points as well as on the teaching strategies that
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will facilitate language Iearning in the ESL classroom.

Sumarv

This was a pretest-posttest control group design. The

purpose of it was to compare the effectiveness of two teaching

methodologies in the ESL classroom, the Grammar-Translation

Method and the Communicative Approach. Twenty-four Chinese

students v¡ere in a bal-anced manner assigned to three different
groups after they took a pretest, measuring proficiency in
article usage. After 5 sessions of instruction, the posttest

v¡as administered to measure students' proficiency in article
usage again. Relevant literature is reviewed in Chapter Two.

The method of the study is described in Chapter Three. The

data are analyzed in Chapter Four. The conclusions are

sunmarized in Chapter Five, where implications for teachers

and possibilities for further investigation in the area of
grammar teaching are discussed.



Chapter Two

Review of the Literature

The teaching of granmar has been the subject of much

controversy. Some researchers (e.9. Hillocks, l9B6) argue

that granmar teaching is more detrimental than beneficial to

students. On the other hand, some researchers (e.g. Abraham,

1985) cl-aim that without appropriate instruction in grammar,

students can not reach native speaker accuracy in both writing
and speaking. Since both sides have research resul-cs ro

support their views (Smith and Sustakowski I96B; Abraham

1985), more carefully designed research is needed. This

section discusses some of the most conmon beliefs and research

findings about the role of granmar teaching and error
correction in the ESL classroom.

Advocates of Not Teaching Grammar

Linguists have long recognized that formal granmar

provides an inconsistent and inadequate description of how the

English language works (Hi1locks 1986) Several studies
conducted with EsL students examined the effects of teaching

traditional schoor grammar on composition as opposed to the

ef f ects of teaching no granmar. White (1965 ) , Gal_e (l_968 ) ,



Morgan (1971),

6

Smith and Sustakowski (l-968), Kennedy and

Larson (1969), Bowden (L979), Sull-ivan (1969), and El1ey et

al. (L976), all found no significant differences between these

treatments on composition ability except for some gains in
syntactic complexity. White (1965) examined the effecrs of
a traditional graÍìmar treatment of parts of speech. MuJ-cahy

(I974) studied the effectiveness of teaching a linguistic
granmar. Smith and Sustakowski, who worked with students from

2I schools studying a descriptive granmar, measured their
students' sensitivity to phonologicat, morphological, and

syntactic structures. Eval-uation in these studies was done

with measures of speIling, punctuation, usage, vocabulary, and

so forth in the subjects' writing. No significant differences
were found.

One of the most striking findings vras that of Elley et

al. (L976), who found that even after three years of work, the

writing of students studying traditional or transformational-

grammar showed no significant differences in overall quality
from that of those studying no granmar at all-.

AccordingLy, it seems that none of the above studies
reviewed for the present investigation provide any support for
teaching grammar as a means of improving composition skil-ls.
If teachers insist upon instruction in granmar, they cannot

defend it as a means of improving the quality and accuracy of
writing. rt is because perhaps some aspects of granmar are
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amenable to direct instruction while others may not be.

In a composition study (Krashen, ButIer, Birnbaum, and

Robertson, L97B) , ESL students \^7ere asked to write

compositions under two conditions--"free" ( students rdere

encouraged to write as much as they coul-d in five minutes ) and

"edited" (students were encouraged to pay carefu1 attention
to grammar and spelling and take as much time as necessary).

Given the fact thaL all the subjects focused primarily on

communication in both conditions, the study showed negtigible
improvement in the edited condition on a number of structures,
including the copulat ãtticles, auxiliaries, and irregular
past tense. In short, conscious grammar has very Iimited
val-ue in the performance of English as a second language even

in a highly monitored situation.
Advocates of No Error Correction

Another core of the criticisms of granmar teaching is
error correction. Lightbown (f985) notes that "isolated
explicit error correction is usually ineffective in changing

language behaviour." Moreover, advocates of communicative

teaching argue that explicitly correcting students, errors
detracts from language learningr orr the grounds that
communication, rather than accuracy, is the goal of language

teaching, and that the acquisition of language form occurs

through a focus on meaning rather than through a focus on

form, and that correction produces negative psycho]-ogical
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consequences in the learner (Woods, IgBg). Many questions

arise. For instance, how do we decide what is an error and

what is not? shourd we correct things which are grammaticalry

correct but factually or communicatively incorrect? !{hy do

we choose to correct certain aspects of language but reave

others uncorrected? Al-1 these questions have made the issue

more complex and difficult to deal with.
Krashen and Terrell ( 1983 ) claim that overt error

correction even in the best of circumstances is rikely to have

a negative effect on students' willingness to try to express

themsel-ves. They maintain that direct correction has no

effect on second language acquisition. what students need,

they insist, is adequate comprehensible input, which wilI give
them the proficiency necessary to turn out accurate and fluent
written and spoken language.

Advocates of Teaching Grammar

Having presented some of the critics views of granmar

teaching and error correctj-on, let us turn our attention co

advocates of gra¡nmar teaching and error correction.
First, according to research done by DoIe (1984) for the

purpose of determining the effectiveness of granmar teaching
and error correction in free writing by means of indicating
the sources of interlingual errors, the finding was that about

853 of errors found on the pretest by the ESL students were

el-iminated on the posttest after the treatment, which lasted
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two semesters. The researcher focused on five granmar rul_es

in his teaching which he thought could help the subjects write
grammatical English without being influenced by theÍr first
language usage. Dole decided on these five rul_es by analyz:-ng

the subjects' native J-anguage (French). For example, in
English an adjective is supposed to be put before the noun

that it modif ies and not the other vùay around (a beautif ul-

woman; but not a woman beautiful-). The findings of his study

showed that these five grammar rures could be taught

effectivery in a deductive fashion. Expricit grammar teaching

and error correction could significantry change students'
language behavior in their written J-anguage production. The

importance of conscious expranatiorrs on granmar, he continues,

cannot be downgraded in the ESL classroom.

Another study (Abraham, I9B5) also supported grammar

instruction. The purpose of her study was to discover whether

less rule-oriented teaching might prove more beneficiar for
field-dependent students. rn the words of Abraham (1985),

Field independence refers to a consistent mode of

approaching the environment in analytical, âs

opposed to gIobaI, terms. It denotes a tendency to

articul-ate figures as discrete from their
backgrounds and a facility in differentiacing
objects from embedding contextsr âs opposed to a

countertendency to experience events gtobally in an
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undifferentiated fashion. (Abraham, t9B5).

A pretest / posttest design $7as used to compare the

effectiveness of two ESL l-essons on participle formation for
subj ects at var ious points along the field

independentr/dependent continuum. One lesson, which ç.zas

intended for fiel-d-independent students, was based on a

traditional deductive approach; the other, which was intended

for fiel-d-dependent studentsr provided no rules but directed
attention to many examples of participles in context. A

regression analysis showed a significant interaction between

field independence and l-esson, with field-independent subjects

performing better with the deductive lesson and field-
dependent subjecLs better with the example lesson.

Examination of individual- items on pre- and post-tests
provided information that the majority of subjects in both

lessons had engaged in step-by-step rule building. The

resul-ts of this study are consistent with the notion that the

teaching of granmar is beneficial to ESL students as long as

the instruction is carefully and systematically planned. More

importantly, we should consider the fact that deducLive

methods may be erfective for field-independent students while
inductive methods may be effective for fierd-dependent

students. These points may have been ignored by those who

have argued that granmar is not beneficial to ESL students.
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Àdvocates of Error Correction

Annett (1969) claims that feedback and error correction
are essential to students. Let us take tennis as an example.

It is intuitively true that a great deal of learning how to

serve in tennis comes after any initiat guidance the teacher

might give, when the l-earner picks up the baII, serves, and

notes the outcome. The sequence of events, in this case, is
not LEARN -> PERI'ORI'í, but LEARN -> PERI'ORM -> LEÄRN repeating.

This sequence implies that feedback used to "plug the holes"

during and following performance can potentialry contribute
to the J-earning process.

How can errors be eradicated? Annett (1969) points out

that to eradicate an error a student wirr need at least four

things. These are:

(1) The desire or need to eradicate the error.
(2) An internal representation of what the correct

behaviour looks like. The student needs, in other

words, the "knowledge" that makes the malformation

(3)

an error.

A real-ization by the

performance is flawed.

student tha t hi s,/her

(4) An opportunity to practice in real- conditions.
fn order to provide the student with an internal

representation of what the authentic language behaviour looks

like, Levenston ( l-987 ) , cohen (1983 ) and Arl-wright et a1 .
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(1984) suggest a technique calIed "Reformulation".
Reformulating language production is different from

reconstructing language production in that the former offers
information on how a proficient speaker woul-d say or write
something whil-e the latter focuses on errors and gives

sentences free from gross malformations, but ones which may

not remotery resembre sentences a native speaker wourd produce

to express the same content.

Bartl-ett (L974) highlights the foltowing three points

about the realization of flawed performance of the student.

It cannot auLomatically be assumed that the Iearner

wilL be aware of having made an error. Therefore,

some positive action needs to be taken to make

him/her aware.

2. Learners need to see for themsel-ves what has gone

vTrong. The best way is to confront the learner with
the mismatch between fl-awed and model performance.

3. Deductive and inductive explanations are the best

ways to give error feedback.

As far as the two opposite views of granmar teaching and

error correction are concerned, it is clear that neither side

has given convincing answers in response Lo the questions

raised by their counterparts and to the foci of their
arguments. Research on the problems discussed is required if
the teaching of ESL is to be developed to a new stage.

1.
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Additional Co¡r¡ments

In addition to the standpoints hel_d by the advocates

mentioned in the above paragraphs, there are some other

schol-ars whose opinions on the issue of grarnmar teaching and

error correction 1ie somewhere between the two extreme

positions.

Eisenstein (1980), for example, points out that no sincrlc

approach is satisfactory in all teaching situations. Classes

shouLd provide various kinds of language learning

environments. The teacher, she continues, should take into
consideration students' learning strategies and needs before

choosing an appropriate teaching methodology for chem.

Research in educational psychorogy (cronbach and snovi, rgTj)
suggests that there are at least two distinct ways in which

people can learn a second language. Some l-earners have an

analytic style and learn best by formuJ-ating and testing
hypotheses or rules. other learners have a holistic style and

learn best by experiencing relevant data and doing littr-e or

no analysis. Young children, for example, tend to be more

holistic in their learning styre than adults. Hale and Budar

(1970) and Dulay and Burt (1973) have found that chit-dren

learn languages best in a natural environment, through

interaction v¡ith native speakers. conscious grammatical

explanations have not been shown to have any positive
influence on children. In contrast, conscious grammatical_
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expl-anations might be important for adult learners. These

points must not be ignored in any teaching situation.
As mentioned earlier, when dealing with ESL adult

learners, it is suggested that the teacher take into account

the culture and previous education experiences of the

students. Most of them have been educated in a learning

system which is different from that of North Americans. That

is to sâ1lr they would bring with them a specific idea of how

to learn a second language (Eisenstein, 1980).

In Russia, for example, language learning usually

involves the conscious statement of grammatical- rul_es

(Belyayev, 1964). It is not surprising then that Russian ESL

adults experience frustration when confronted with a language

learning cLass in which there are no consciously stated rul-es
1

( Flynn-Corros ) 
*. In such a case, conscious grammatical

explanations are reconmended to some exlent.

According to Celce-Murcia (1985), conscious grammaticat

explanations seem more preferable when students are wel-l-

educated adul-ts, Iearning ESL at an advanced level. Their

learning objectives are based on formal- or professional-

written language production. In contrast, when dealing with

Iflyrrrr-Corros $¡as an ESL teacher at the English Language
rnstitute of Queen's colrege, New york. she found Russian adul-t
students had difficulty adjusting to English classes which did notprovide for consciously stated granmar rul-es and structure
( Bel¡zayev, 19 64 ) .
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children or pre-literate ESL beginners, whose learning

objectives are based on survival- communication, focusing on

form is probably not beneficial.
In terms of error correction, Celce-Murcia continues, to

decide whether it is advisable depends on teachers' correctíon
strategies. Error correction under a strictly-control_led
situation by the teacher tends to be Iess effective. For

example, Iectures, conscious explanationsr ând mechanical

drill-s of problematic forms cannot change students' Ianguage

behavior effectiveLv. On the contraryr p€€r or self-
correction elicited by the teacher is always preferred. For

exampler cârrying out meaningful practice of problematic forms

can always bring about satisfactory resul-ts.

According to Corder (L973), the function of the ESL

teacher is to provide data and examples and where necess a,t! r

to offer explanations and descriptions and, more important,

verification of Lhe learner's hypotheses about how the targec

language is formed or functions (i.e. correction). Error
correction is not remedial. Like baking powder, it cannot be

stirred into the cake after the batter has been poured into
pans. Instead, it is essential that it be integrated with
teaching and editing processes anc pray a role in al-r phases

of teaching composition (Frodesen, 1991).

As far as explicit grammatical_ instruction and error
correction are concerned, it is obvious that many ESL
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authorities such as Celce-Murcia ( 1985 ) have drawn our

attention to a somewhat client-centered consideration.

Instead of arguing for or against the necessity of granmar

teaching and error correction, ESL teachers shoul-d seriously

consider students' needs and educationa-l pxneri enr--es in
choosing appropriate teaching strategies.

In conclusion, we should pay heed to Titone's remarks on

the issue of consciousness raising in the ESL classroom.

The learning of grammar in a second language can be

more rapid and easier if it foll-ows acquisition.
Grammar learning, especially at a younger â9e, need

not be formal or theoretical, but functional and

practical. Certainly, if granmar is to be taught,

it. cannot be taught the same way to adults as to
children.

( Titone, l-9 69 )

Eis comments seem to be supported by many ESL teachers such

as Sharwood Smith (1981), who cl-aims that explicit knowledge

may aid acquisition via practice. This account, he conti-nues,

does not exclude pure acquisition but it allows for more than

what Krashen seems to aIl-ow for. there is nevertheless no

reason fo assume that conscious raising by the teacher and

conscious learning by the student cannot be investigated in
a systematic way.
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'Fho nrogs¡l research attempts to determine the

effectiveness of explicit granmar instruction and

experientially-oriented instruction in teaching English

articl-es to Chinese-speaking students. Most of them were

undergraduate students and learned ESL at an advanced l-evel.

This study also attempts to answer some questions raised from

the discussion in this chapter. For instance,

-Can conscious grammatical- explanations significantly
change students' language behavior in their writing?

-Is error correction more detrimental than beneficial to

ESL students?

-If. granmar is to be taught, what are some of the most

effective strategies?

The answers to these questions will be generated from the

results of the posttest. Now, 1et us briefly review some of

the literature on the two methodologies to be compared in this
study.

A1 ternat ive t¡tethodologies

This section discusses some of the major principles,
techniques, and rationale of the two methodologies compared

in the experiment.

The Grarmar-Correction Treatment Group

The Grammar-Transl-ation method was employed in teaching

the experimental group A throughout the five sessions of
instruction (see Appendix E for lesson plans).
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To begin with, this method holds that learning is
facil-itated through attention to similarities and differences
between the target language and the native language (Larsen-

Freeman, 1986). comparisons of forms and meaning between the

target and native languages will often be made in the

teaching. Besides, deductive application of an explicit
granmar rul-e is a useful pedagogical technique ( Larsen-

Freeman, I9B6 ) . As a result, it is essential that ESL

students learn about the form of the target language by

memorizing grarunar rul-es and applying them in whatever

possible situations. Note that. in the learning process,

granmar is emphasized. Reading and writing are the primary

skilIs that the students work on. Students should be

conscious about the focus of each lesson and know how to apply

the knowledge in writing. There is not much attention given

to speaking. Most instruction is normally conducted in the

students' first language.

There were four maj-n techniques used in teaching the

grammar-correction treatment group. First, the teacher

provided explicit grammar rul-es and exampres in a deductive

and systematic fashion. Exceptions to each rul-e, if any, were

arso noted. once the students understood a rul-e, they were

asked to apply it to some different examples. Second, the

teacher explained clearly how the rures govern the use of
articles because the method advocates that granmar points
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shourd be committed to memory through concise expJ_anations.

Third, in doing the written exercises (see p.26 e appendix c),
the subjects coul-d appry their knowledge on E,arger grarnmar

rul-es. Their memory was then reinforced again. Fourth, the

teacher insisted that the studencs get the correct ansrvers.

No faulty language behaviour was al-lowed to develop during the

learning process. rt can be seen, then, that the procedures

that vJere used crearry forl-owed the Grammar-Translation

method, but it should be noted that most instruction was

conducted in English, the students' L2, althouqh this is not

customary in grammar-translation teaching.

The Experiential Treatment Group

The communicative Approach was applied to the teaching
in the experientiar treatment group (see Appendix F for lesson
plans). Let us briefry discuss some of the theories of
learning in the Iight of this approach.

since the goal of language teaching is to achieve
communicative competence (Hymes , Lg72), we need activities
that involve real communication in which ranguage is used for
carrying out meaningful tasks. It is believed that
communicatively-oriented activities promote learning ( Johnson,

1982). Krashen claims that language learning comes about

through using language communicativery, rather than through
practising language skilrs (Krashen , \gg2). He al_so maintains
that acquisition is the basic process invorved in deveroping
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Ianguage proficiency and distinguishes this process from

learning (Krashen, L9B2). Acquisition refers to the

unconscious development of the target language system as a

result of using it for real- com¡nunication. Learning, by

contrast, is the conscious representation of grammaticar

knowredge that has resulted from instruction, and it cannot

lead to acquisition. In order for acquirers to progress to
the next page in the acquisition of the target language, they

need to understand input language that incl-udes a structure
that is part of the next page (Krashen and Terrell- 1983).

Krashen refers to this with the expression "i + I", which is
meant to denote input that contains structures sl-ightry above

the learner's present Ievel.
Based on the theories above, here are some principles and

techniques of carrying out the approach in the experiential
treatment group. First of all, since language learning is
learning to communicate, effective communication \^ras sought

and communicative competence was the desired goal. The

experimenter sa!,¡ the target language as a vehicre for
communication, not just the object of study. Working with
language at the discourse level-, the subjects had a choice not

only about what to say, but also how to say it. To have true
communication take p1ace, information gaps must exist.

Furthermore, the experimenter motivated the subjects to
work with the ranguage in pairs or groups by esLablishing
situations for them to express their ideas. rt is true that
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intrinsic motivation will spring from an interest in what is
being communicated by the language.

Besides t êtrors were tolerated and seen as a natural
outcome of the development of communicative competence.

Students' success tJas determined as much bv their fl-uencv as

it was by their accuracy.

Since the students were encouraged to interact with other

people in a meaningful wâlr they had to learn how to give

immediate feedback to the speaker. Working in smal-I groups

maximized the amount of communicative practice they received.

In so doing, they could develop their abitities in
understanding the speaker's intentions.

Moreover, the use of authentic reading material-s was

considered desirable Eor students to develop strategies to
understand language as it is actually used by native speakers.

Therefore, appropriate materials were introduced at the

beginning of the instruction, (see p.26 for details). fn

short' the most essential features in successful- communication

are information gap, choice, and feedback (Johnson, I9B2).



Chapter Three

tiethod

Introduction
A pretest-posttest control group design was used in this

study. The subjects were 24 volunteers from Hong Kong, aged

1B to 26, whose native language \¡7as cantonese, a chinese

dialect. They \^¡ere undergraduate students in Winnipeg ' Canada

while the study was being conducted. Since they were aII

international students, they had to have a TOEFL score of 550

or higher to have been accepted into undergraduate university

programs. The similar backgrounds and English proficiency of

the subjects may reduce some externaf threats to the validity

of the study.

All the students took the pretest measuríng proficiency

in article usage in written language production. The number

of total errors made by each student on the test became the

error score of it. That is, the lower the score, the better

the performance. The students were put into three groups in

a balanced fashion.

A: Grammar-correction treatment group

B: Experiential- treatment group

C: Control group

22



Error scores
the subiects

23

obtained by all
on the pretest Group placement

2B
31
37

46
46
46

47
50
50

51
52
54

54
54
59

56
60
66

62
62
66

77
98

r0t

Note that the difference in number between mal-e and

female students in each group vras not greater than 1.

Besides, the results of the pretest indicated that the three

groups vrere not significantly different from one another with

respect to their proficiency in using the English article
syetem. The mean error scores obtained by groups A, B and C

on the pretest are 55.9, 56.8, and 56.5, respectively.

(1

A
B

A
B

B

A

c
n

B

A

B
c
ft

B
A

A
B
L
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KEYS

A: A refers to the grammar-correction treatment group

that met once a week for 5 weeks to receive the

treatment in which granmar instruction and error
correction were the focuses.

B: B refers to the experiential treatment group that
met once a week for 5 weeks to receive the treatment

in which reading articles and class discussion were

the focuses. There was no granmar instruction or

error correction in the treatment.

C: C refers to the control group that did not need to
meet to receive any treatment at al-l-.

41, the set of scores obtained by the members of group

A on the pretest.

A2, the set of scores obtained by the members of group

A on the posttest.

BI, the set of scores obtained by the members of group

B on the pretest.

82, the set of scores obtained by the members of group

B on the posttest.

Clt the set of scores obtained by the members of group

C on the pretest.

C2. the set of scores obtained by the members of group

C on the posttest.
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EYPOTEESES

1" A, > Ar: A, wiII obtain a significant decrease in error

scores as compared to 4., .

2. B, > Br: B, will obtain a significant decrease in error

scores as compared to Br.

3" Ct = C2: No significant difference wil-I be obtained

between C, and C, in error scores.

4. A, = Brz No significant difference wilt be obtained

between A, and B, in error scores.

5" A, < C2z A, will obtain a significant decrease in error

scores as compared to Cr.

6. B, < Cr: B, will obtain a significant decrease in error

scores as compared to Cr.

Instruction ltaterials
The Article Svstem (see Àppendix D)

This is a handout designed for group A, the granmar-

correction treatment group. Summarized from a number of
gra¡nmar books such as "A Practical- English Grammar ( 4th

edition.)" by Thomson and Martinet (1987), this handout is
a collection of grammar rufes governing the use of articles.
It consists of two main parts: A. Introduction and B.

Theoretical Cl-assification and Analysis. In part B, there are

four sections: (I) Use of the Definite Article *Then

(2) Omission of the Definite Article rrThe'.

(3) Use of the Indef inite Article rrArr

( 4 ) Omission of the Indefinite ArticLe "4"
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In each section, there are a number of rules on the use or

omission of articles. These rul-es ãrc nrescnf ed i n

deductive fashion; that is, explanations are followed

examples. Exceptions to the rules, if âû!r are also given

Written Exercises I & If (see Appendix C)

These written exercises are designed for group A. Most

of them are fill-in-the-bl-ank questions, providing the

students with an opportunity to apply their knowledge on

article usage. Students were required to fill- in the blanks

with appropriate articLes or an 'rx'r when there is no articl-e
required.

Instructional ttaterial-s for Group B

These are reading materials, the stimulus for
instruction, which were selected for the experiential-

t.reatment group. They are composed of five chapters extracted

from the book, 'rReading In English (2nd edition)", edited by

Daniel-son et al. (1980). The topics of these five chapters

are: (I) How to TaIk about the World; (2) The Ice Age and the

Caul-dron; (3) Margaret Mead Answersi (4) How to TeIl When

Someone Is Saying "No"i (5) The Medical Lessons of History.
These features and short stories were written by

twentieth-century American writers, such as Ernest Hemingway

and Margaret Mead. Each chapter focuses on the development

of cross-cu1tura1 perspectives and is divided into two parts:
1. An essal and 2. A look at the ideas. They aim to encourage

the reader to give accurate interpretation of and criticat

a
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interaction with the ideas of the author. Each assâ!r

therefore, is followed by a number of .nrêqf i nnq to be

discussed.

Teaching Contents

The two experimental groups met separately once a week

to receive the treatments. Each session took about one and

a half hours. Since the control group needed to take the two

tests only, they did not need to meet to receive any

instruction. After five sessions, three groups took the

posttest at the same time from which conclusions were drawn.

Almost al-I participants in groups A and B also compJ-eted a

short questionnaire (see Appendix H), which was designed to

elicit their opinions about the instruction they had received,

the learning material-s, and the instructor. Below is a

sunmary of the basic topics on articles covered in the five
lesson plans for the grammar-correction treatment group.

Grarmar-Correction Treatment Group

Lesson One:

1. Use of the Def inite Article rrTherl

Before things that have specific reference.

usage )

{-ho mnnnt ç¡¿ç f . . .

( i. e. , specifying

e. q. the sun

Lesson lwo:

Before proper nouns, diseases, musical instruments,

body parts, superlatives, etc.

e. g. !þe Attantic, the flu, the best
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Lesson Three:

2. Omission of the Def inite Article rrThetr

Before abstract nouns.

Before names of places / peopLe / pronouns

e.g. Beautv is truth.
e.g. Let's go to Polo Park with Peter.

tesson Four:

3. Use of the Indef inite Articl-e rrA/An'l

Before countable singular nouns which are not

specific for either the speaker or the listener.
Before countabl-e nouns referring to a class of

things or people (generic usage)

e.g. A hgqse is a useful animal-.

Lesson Five:

4. Omission of the Indefinite Article "A/An"

Right before plural nouns, uncountable nouns,. names

of meals, etc.

e.g. I like doqs.

e.g. thalk is white.

e.g. We have lobsters for dinner.

Basically, the granmar-transration method was employed in this
group. Granmar rul-es ivere presented and explained

deductively. Many examples ç,/ere given. Students were

encouraged to learn these rul-es by heart and to finish some

written exercises in each session. Expricit error correction
took place when sÈudents commiÈted an error.
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Following is a sunmary of contents covered in the five
lesson plans for the experiential- treatmeni- ¡rrn.n

Experiential Treatment Group

Lesson One: "Eord to Talk about the World"

This lesson encouraged the students to share

the life style and backgrounds of their
famil-ies in Hong Kong.

rrThe fce Age and the Cauldron"

This Iesson provided information about the

problems of pollution and greenhouse effect
and invited students to give their opinions

on how to solve these problems.

"llargaret l¡fead"

Lesson Two:

Lesson Three:

tesson Four:

Lesson Five:

Generally, the

group. That is

The purpose of this lesson was to stimul-ate the

students to discuss the abilities and

responsibilities of mal-es and females today.

"Eoûl to TeIl When Someone is Saying rNorrr

This l-esson aimed to help the students to say
rrJrorr in a polite vlay. Three role plays took

p1ace.

"The l{edical Lessons of History"

The objective of this l-esson was to encourage

the students to share their understanding of

the essay and to make cornments on the contents.

Communicative Approach \^ras applied in this

' the target language \,ras regarded as a vehicle
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for communication and not just the object of study. The

students vTere provided with authentic reading materials and

encouraged to discuss Lhe contents of them. They talked most

of the time in each session. Smalt group discussion was the

main activity throughout the five lessons. The teacher did

not correct any granmatical- errors but just repeated what was

communicatively incorrect .

The experimenter compared alL the contents studied by

the two groups and found that both of them had exposure to

examples of al-1 the articl-e structures tested on the postcesr.

Test Instruments

The Pretest (see Appendix A)

There are two sections in the pretest. Section A

requires the students to write an essay in about 500 words on

the given topic, "Hong Kong". Section B consists of 43 items,

covering 105 granmar pointsr soÍrê of which are short
paragraphs, and some of which are independent sentences.

Students are required to edit these items by inserting,
deleting, or changing articles.

For example: "A sun sets in west."

Answer, "E sun sets in the vrest. "

Each rav/ score (total number of errors in a composition

of n words) was converted to an adjusted score (total number

of errors the subject might have made on a 500 word

composition) calculated on a ratio basis. For example, if a

student made five errors in an essay of 250 words, his error
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score for Section A woul-d be I0 (5:250=10:500). When he made

another 50 errors in section B, his total error score for the

whole test woul-d be 60 (10+50).

The Posttest (see Appendix B)

The posttest is similar to the pretest in terms of
requirement, format, level, and marking scheme. The given

topic for section A is "canada" whil-e section B inctudes 47

items, covering 105 granmar points.

There vÍas no passing grade or maximum error score for
either of the tests, since the test score was simplv the total
number of errors.

These two tests were marked by two Canadian universitw
graduates, who speak English as their first 1anguage.

Validitv of the Pretest and the posttest

The content validity of the pretest and posttest was

addressed by answering the Lests, which covered a wide variety
of the areas in which articl-es can be used. The contents of
the tests were based on many grammar books; and a committee

of experts in the area of ESL agreed that the test items

formed an adequate sample representing the universe of test
items on article usage. For example, articles used to modify

the following aspects t;ere tested: mass nouns, count nouns,

abstract nouns, collective nounsr proper nouns, conmon nouns,

and generic usages.

Furthermore, the two tests al-so have face validity on

the grounds that they, on the face of them, appear to measure
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what they claim to measure--proficiency in English article
usaqe.

In addition, the tests are believed to have criterion-
rel-ated validity. they were piloted with six English-speaking

people before the study began. The mean error score of the

English-speakers on the pretest was 2 as compared with 56, the

mean error score of the same test done by all the subjects in
the experimental and control groups. This suggests that the

tests can identify students with high proficiency in English

article usage.

fn terms of construct validity, the two methods tested

in this study, the Grammar-Translation method and the

Communicative Approach, shared the conmon goal of helping

advanced ESL students to acquire good English granmar in their
written language production. These two methods are the

constructs in this study based on two different theories.
Given that the objectíve of the tests was to measure the

students' proficiency in English articl-e usage, the construct

of "proficiency" was defined such that a lower error score on

the test represented a higher proficiency in article usage.

Reliabilitv of the Pretest and the Posttest

First, the pretest and the posttest of the present study

vTere designed to have a high degree of reriabirity because

they consistently measured the same aspects of language

behaviour--the subjects' competence in using articres in
written language production. Given the fact that these two
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format, and level, they are believed to be equivalent and

interchangeable. This was supported by the simiLarity between

the scores on the pre- and post-tests done by the control
group. Second, inter-scorer reliabil-ity was maintained bv

using answer keys to section B of the tests. The essays were

marked by one of the two Canadian graduates, who speak English

as their first language.

The test-retest reliability of the two tests cannot be

estimated because each test was administered to the same

subjects only once. That is, we cannot estimate their E,esr-

retest reliability by correlating the scores obtained on the

two testings. Whether they have a stability coefficient or

not is sti1l unknown.

Statist,ica]. Procedures

There were six kinds of comparison in the experiment

These vrere:

(1)

(2)

lA1 - A2l The score obtained by each subject in
the granmar-correction treatment group on the

pretest hzas compared with that obtained by the

same subject on the posttest.

[81 - 82] The score obtained by each subject in
the experiential treatment group on the pretest
was compared with that obtained by the same

subject on the posttest.

ICI - C2] The score obtained by each subject on(3)



the controL group on the pretest vlas compared

with that obtained by the same subject on the

(4)

(s)

(6)

posttest.

IAZ - BZI The scores obtained by

correction treatment group on the

compared with those obtained by the

treatment group on the same test.
IAZ CZ] The scores obtained by

correction treatment group on the

compared with those obtained by the

on the same test.

the granmar-

posttest was

exper ient ial-

the granmar-

posttest was

control group

obtained by the

on the posttest was

by the control group

lBz Czl The scores

experiential treatment group

compared with those obtained

on the same test.
Comparison (I) to (3)

To perform the first three types of comparison (I) to
(3) above, the I,lilcoxon Matched-Pairs Signed-Ranks Test was

applied. That is, the score obtained by a subject on the
pretest was compared with that obtained by the same subject
on the posttest. The reason why the Wilcoxon test was used

is that each type of the comparison (1) to (3) employed two

rerated sampres and it yierded difference scores which could

be ranked in order of absolute magnitude.

Example of the Wilcoxon tfatched-Paris Signed-Ranks Test

The following is an example of how this kind of
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comparison was performed. Suppose there are

granmar-correction treatment group.

8 subjects in the

SUBJECT
SET A?At

SIGNED
d=A''-4, RANK

RÀNK WTTH LESS
FREQUENT S]GN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
I

B3
7s
90
36
65
36
46
75

õz
=J

75
3B
50
42
36
79

2L
32
I5
-2
15
-6
t0
-4

1

R

5.5
-1

qç

-3
'1

-2

1

a
J

2

STEP

STEP 2z

STEP

STEP 4..

T=6

H0 r There is no difference between A, and Ar.

HI, Al is greater than Ar.

This is a one-tailed test.

Let the leve1 of significance p=.05 and n=8.

(n denotes the number of pairs to be considered.)

We obtain the test statistic by ignoring the s i g n

of the differences for the n pairs of treatments,
and we rank the magnitudes from I to n. After we

do this, \¡re again attach the signs to the resulting
ranks and denote the smaller of the sums of the

like-signed ranks by T.

The decision rul-e is: Reject HO if 1' ( Ter where Tn

is a criticat val-ue obtained from Table G (see

Siegel, 1956. p.254). If we find in Table c that
T d TO.OU with n =8 in a one-tailed test, we reject



STEP 5:

STEP 6:

NO{TES:

^a

H0t otherwise we accept HO. Here T0.05=4.

The test statistic is the sum of the ¡rcsitive signed

ranks of the ranks with l-ess frequent sign. That

iS,T=1+2+3-6.
Compute the test statistic and make the decision.

Since T =6, T^=4, and T>T^r wê thereforg ¡nncnl T{-
yPv!99v99È/u'.0

and conclude that AZ is not significantly better
than Al. (The lower the score, the better the

performance. )

(1) Occasionally the two scores of any pair a r e

equal, d = 0. Such pairs are dropped from the analysis. N

= the number of matched pairs minus the number of pairs whose

fl = 0. N must be equal to or greater than B according to the

requirement of the test.
(2\ Whenever two or more d ,s are of the same sizer w€

assign such tied cases the same rank--the average of the

ranks. For instance, three pairs might yield d's of -4, -4,
and +4. Each pair would be assigned the rank of 5t for (4 +

5 + 6) + J = 5. then the next d in order woul_d receive the

rank of J, because rank 4,5, and 6 have already been used.

rf two pairs had yierded d's of 2, both wourd receive the rank

of 2.5 ' and the next largest d would receive the rank of 4.

Conparison (4) to (6)

To perform the comparison (4) to (6), the Kolmogorov-

smirnov Two-sampre test was applieo. The reason why this test
was chosen is that as compared ç.¡ith the t test, the
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Kolmogorov-smirnov test has high power-efficiency (about 96

per cent) for small samples (Dixon, 1954). Besides, the test
seems to be more powerfur in all cases than either the x2 test
or the median test. But it seems that as the sample size
increases the power-efficiency wourd tend to d.ecrease

slightIy.
The Kormogorov-smirnov Two-sampre test can be used as a

one-tailed test and a two-tail-ed test. That is, the one-

tailed test is used to decide whether or not the values of the
popuration from which one of the samples was drawn are rarger
than the values of the population from which the other sample

was drawn. rn other words, the method is used to test the
prediction that the scores of an experimental group will be

better than those of the control group. on the other hand,

the two-tailed test is sensitive to any kind of difference in
the distributions from which the two samples vrere drawn, such

as differences in location (central tendency).

rf the two samples have been drawn from the same

population dístribution, the cumurative distributions of them

may be fairly close to each other, despite some random

deviations from the popuration distribution. rf the two

sampre cumulative distributions are significantJ-y different
at any point, it is indicated that the samples are from
different popurations. Accordingry, a rarge enough deviation
between the two sample cumurative distributions is evidence

for rejecting HO.
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Example of the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sampl-e Test

The following are Lhe five main steps to perform the

test. Let us use a hypothetical comparison of a treatment

group (AZ) and a control group (CZ) as an example, where both

groups contain 15 subjects each.

STEP l-: H0r there is no significant difference in the

proportion of error scores between A, and Cr.

HIt A, will obtain a significant decrease in error
score as compared to Cr.

This is a one-tailed test.
STEP 2: Let p=.95. nl = û2 = N = the number of subjects in

each group = 15.

STEP 3: Tabl-e L (see Siegel, 1956. p.278) gives critical
val-ues of KD for nl = nZ when nl and n2 are 1ess

then 40.

STEP Make a cumul-ative f requency distribution for each
sample' using the same intervals for both

distributions. For each interval r w€ subtract one

step function from the other.
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For example:

4,2 c2

20
22
25
30
30
32
35
39
4T
4I
:I

45
51
3¿
60

30
3B
/1 

^
40
45
46
A1

50
52
54
59
60
o5
64
64

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

20-25 zo-5u 5I-55 36-40 41-45

Ar:SrU (X)

9z!srs (x)

3/rs

0 /rs
5/L5 7 /\s

1 /-l ç,

B/r5 12/Ls

4/Ls 5/ß
Differences 3/rs 4/L5 6/L5 4/Ls 7 /15

(to be continued)

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

46-50 51-ss s6-60 61-65

A2:515 (X)

C.,:Slq (Ð

r4/r5 L5/r5 L5/L5

r0/r5 12/Ls r5/Ls

L2/rs

B/15

Differences 4/15 c/ L2 J/ L)
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For both A, and Cr, let S,., (X) = the observed cumul_ative

step function, that is, Sn (X) = K/n, where K = the number of
scores equal to or less than X. For exampÌe, for group A2,

Sn(35)=Sts(35¡=717U. Let us denote this function as Snl(X)

for group Az and sn2(x) for group cz. The Kormogorov-smirnov

two-sample test focuses on

D = maximum [SnI (x) Sn2 (X) ]

a one-tailed test, and on

D = maximum lsnf (X) Sn2 (X)l

a two-tailed test.
Since the Iargest discrepancy between Snf(X) and

Sn2(X) is 1/L5, KD= 7, which is the numerator of
this largest difference. Reference to Table L (see

Siegel, 1956. p.278) reveals that when N = 15, a

value of KD=7 is significant at the p = .05 level
for a one-tailed test. Our decision is to reject
H0 in favour of Hr. We then conclude that A, makes

significantly fewer errors than Cr.

for

for

STEP 5:



Chapter Four

Results

The primary objective of this study was to determine

whether explicit granmar instruction or experientially-
oriented instruction is more effective in teachinq the Enql-ish

article system to Chinese ESL students.

To achieve this goal, 30 Chinese students were initially
assigned to three different groups in a balanced fashion.

Group A: Grammar-Correction Treatment Group

Group B: Experiential Treatment Group

Group C: Control- Group

But only 24 of them finished the whole program and took the

posttest. Four of the six dropouts said they were too busy

to join the program. One student in group B said she did not

l-earn much just by talking Lo peopte and decided to drop out

after the first lesson. Another one did not give any reason

why he withdrew. Therefore, only Lhese 24 subjects counted

in the study eventually.

In all, 6 specific research questions were posed. The

first three concerned the improvement in proficiency of the

three groups over the course of the training period. They

were as follows.

4L
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(1) Did group A make significant progress after the treatment?
( 2 ) Did group B make significant progress after the treatment?
(3) Did group c make no significant progress on the posttest?

To answer these questions, the folJ-owing three
hypotheses rvere formulated and tested in the study, using the

wilcoxon Matched-pairs signed-Ranks Test ( for statisticar
procedure, see p.33 ) .

Data Analysis

Hvpothesis one (For keys of A, and A2, etc. see p.24)
À, > Àr: A2 will obtain a significant decrease in

error scores as compared to Ar.
The results of the pretest (Ar) and the posttest (Az)

done by group A are presented in Tabl-e I.

(Group A:

TabLe I

Pretest-Posttest Comparison )

SUBJECT
SET

SIGNED
RANKd=4. -A

I1
22
19
22
30
30
3¿
50

RANK WITH
FREQUENT

LESS
SIGN

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
B

31
46
50
52
59
66

'7'7

20
24
31
30
29
36
J+
27

I

2

5.5
a

Based on

r(Tp where Tn

the decision

is a critical
rule, nameJ-y to

value obtai-ned

T-0

reject HO only if

from Table G (see
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Siegel,1956. p.254), reject H0 on the ground.s that T=0 and

Tp=4. We must conclude that A, was significantly better than

Af Therefore, a significant decrease r-n error scores was

obtained at the p=.65 1eveI.

Hvpothesis Two

B, > Br: B2 will obtain a significant decrease in

error scores as compared to Bl.

The results of the pretest (Bf) and che posttest (BZ)

done by group B are presented in Table 2.

Table 2

(Group B: Pretest-Posttest Comparison)

SUBJECT SÏGNED RANK WITH LESS
SET B.l B) d=8.,-8, RANK FREQUENT SfcN

1373344
2464333
34735128
4 54 56 -2 -2.5
5 54 49
6565r

2.5

7625r11
898962

5 5.s
5 5.5

2.5

T - 2.5

Based on the decision rul-e, namely to reject H0 only if

T-<T^ where T^ is a critical value obtained from Table G tseePP
Siegel I L956. p.254), reject HO because T=2.5, Tp=4r so TcTn.

Vte must concl-ude that B2 was signif icantly better than Bl.

Thus, a signif icant decrease in error scores i,/as obtained at
the P=.95 Level.
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Ev[¡othesis Three

CU = Crz No significanL difference will- be

obtained between C, and C, in error
c/-i'\râc

The resu1ts of the pretest (Bf) and the posttest (BZ)

done by group C are presented in Table 3.

Tab1e 3

(Group C: Pretest-Posttest Comparison)

SUBJECT STGNED RANK WITH LESS
SET Cl C) d=Cl-Cr RÀNK FREQUENT SIGN

1 28 29 -1 -1.5
24655-9-s
3 50 47 3 3
4 51 62 -11 -6
5 54 37 17 B

6605644
76249137
B 101 100 r l.s

1.5
5

6

T = 12.5

Based on the decision ru1e, namely to reject HO only if
T<T- where T^ is a critical- value obtained from Table G ( seeÀr11

Siegel , L956. p.254), accept IIO because T=I2.5r Tn=4, so tttp.
We must conc1uCe that C, was not significantly better than Cr.

Thus, no significant decrease in error scores was obtained.

A second set of questions posed in the study concerned

the relative improvements in performance of the three groups.

Those questions were as foLlows:



( 4 ) Did group A do significantly better than group B on the

posttes t ?

(5) Did group A do significantly better than group C on the

posttest?

(6) Did group B do significantly better than group C on the

posttest?

To answer these questions, three specific hypotheses were

tested as follows, using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov Two-Sample

Test (for statistical procedure, see p. 33).

Hvpothesis Four

A, = Brz No significant difference will be obtained
between A, and B, in error scores.

Table 4 represents the results of the posttest done by

group A and group B, respectively.

(Groups A

Tab1e 4

B: Posttest Comparison)

n"2

&

A2

20
24
)'7
29
30
31
J¿T

36

33
35
43
49
51
51
s6
96
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Per cent of total errors in the posttest

L8-22 23-27 28-32 33-37 38-42

42, sB (x) L/B 3/B 6/8 B/B B/B

82, Ss (x) 0/0 0/8 0/B z/B 2/B

Differences t/B 3/B 6/8 6/8 6/8

(to be continued)

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

43-47 48-52 53-57 58-62

42, SB (x) 8/8 B/B B/B B/g

B": Ss (X) 3/B 6/8 7/B 7/B

Differences 5/8 2/B I/B I/B

Let p=.95. We have nr=nr=B=the number of subjects in each

group. Since the largest discrepancy between A2 and B2 is
6/8, KD = 6, which is the numerator of this largesc

difference. Reference to Table L (see Siegel, 1956. p.27g)

reveal-s that when N = 8, a value of KO = 6 was significant at
the p =.05 level for a two-tailed test. We must therefore
reject hypothesis four, and conclude that A2 made

significantly fewer errors than B, at the p=.95 level-.
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Evpothesis Five

A2 < Crz A.2 will obtain a significant decrease

error scores as compared to Cr.

Table 5 represents the resul-ts of the posttest done

group A and group C, respectively.

(Groups A a

A2

Tabl-e 5

C: Posttest Comparison)

c2

by

20
24
27
29
30
JI
34
36

29
5t
¿ll
49
55
56
62

100

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

L8-22 ¿5-¿t 2B-32 33-37 38-42

AZ, 58 (X)

92: s8 (x)

r/8

0/0

3/8

0/B

6/B

T/B

8/B

2/B

B/B

2/B

Differences T/B 3/B 5/B 6/B 6/B

(to be continued)

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

43-47 48-52 53-57 58-62

Az' (x)

(x)

B/8

3/B

B/B

4/8

B/B

6/8

B/B

't /9

B
S

SC^:

Differences 5/B 4/B 2/B 1 /R
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Let p=.95. We have nl=n2=$=the number of subjects in each

group. Since the largest discrepancy between A,2 and C2 is
6/8, KD = 6, which is the numerator of this largest

difference. Reference to Table L (see Siegel, l-956. p.278)

reveal-s that when N = B, a value of KD = 6 was significant at

the p =.05 level for a one-tailed test. We must therefore

reject HO in favour of hypothesis five, and concfude that A,

made significantly fewer errors than C, at the p=.65 level.
Er¡pothesis Six

B, < Crz BZ will obtain a significant decrease in error

scores as compared to Cr.

Table 6 represents the results of the posttest done by

group B and group C, respectively.

(Groups B e

B2

Table 6

C: Posttest Comparison)

c2

33
35
¿,J

49
51
51
56
96

29
a-

^12t
49
55
56
62

100
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Per cent of total errors in the posttest

LB-22 23-27 28-32 JJ-J I 3ó-+¿

Bzt SB (x)

C.: Sg (X)

0/B

0/0

0/B

0/8

0/B

L/B

2/8

)/A

) /9,

) /9,

Differences 0/B 0/B T/B 0/B o/a

(to be continued)

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

43-4'7 4B-52 )5-5 | 5ó-6¿

82, SB (x)

Cz, SB (X)

3/B

3/8

6/B

4/B

7/B

6/B

7/B

7 /9,

Differences 0/B 2/8 L/8 0/8

Let p=.95. We have nr=nr=8=the number of subjects in each

group. Since the largest discrepancy between B2 and C2 is
2/8, KD = 2, which is the numerator of this largest
difference. Reference to Table L (see SiegeI, 1956. p.278)

reveals that when N = 8, a vaLue of KD = 2 was not

significant. We must therefore reject hypothesis six, and

conclude that 82 did not make significantly fewer errors than

c2.

Similar data analysis is conducted in Appendix G, in
which data for the two subsections of the pretest and posttest
(composition and paragraph editing) are compared. Trre reason

r^¡hy this analysis was not incl-uded here in chapter Four is
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that additional comparisons increase the likelihood of finding
significant differences on the basis of chance and, in effect,
l-ower the alpha 1eve1 substantially. But the summarv of

additional comparisons is provided bel-ow.

Sumary of Àdditional Comparisons

(For details, see Appendix G. )

For section A aLone, the following results were obtained.

Section A (Com[¡osition) :

Al t A, at p="05; Bt , B2 at p="05; C, -- C2;

A, = B2i A2. C, at p=.05; BZ = C2.

For section B alone, the folJ-owing results were obtained.

Section B (Paragraph Editing):
Al t A, at p=.05; Bt = 82,. CL = C2ì

A2 . B' at F.05¡ A2 . C2 at p=.05; 92 = C2.



Chapter Five

Su.n¡maryo Conclusions, and Inplications

The major purpose of this study was to investigate the

effectiveness of explicit granmar instruction with error
correction as opposed to that of experientiarry-oriented
instruction with no error correction in teaching the English

article system to chinese EsL students. Evaluation of
students' knowledge of article usage was based on their
written language production.

Surmary of Findings of the tlhole Test

AI t A, at p=.05; Bt , B2 at p=.05; CL = Cz

A2 . B, at p=.05¡ A2. C2 at p=.95. B2 = C2

The following hypotheses were formulated and tested.
El4rothesis I: (For keys of A' A2, etc. see p.24)

A, > Ar: A2 will obtain a significant decrease in
error scores as compared to AI.

This hvpothesis was accepteS.

Etrpothesis 2z

B, > Br: B2 will obtain a significant decrease in error
scores as compared to Br.

Tlrls hypothesis was accepted.

51
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Elpothesis 3:

C, = Cr: No significant difference will be obtained

between C, and C, in error scores.

This hvpothesis was accepted.

Elpothesis 4:

A, = B2z No significant difference wil_l be obtained

between A, and B, in error scores.

This hvpothesis was rejected.

Elpothesis 5:

A, < Cr: A, will obtain a significant decrease in e r r o r

scores as compared to Cr.

This hvpothesis was accepted.

El4lothesis 6:

B, < C2z B2 will obtain a significant decrease in e r r o r

scores as compared to Cr.

This hvpothesis was rejected.

According to Table 3 (see p.44), although C2 e¡as not

significantly better than CI, CZ did improve s1ightly. The

mean error score obtained by Cl is 452 while the mean error
score obtained by C2 is 435. This may account for the fact
that although B2 is significantly better than B' it is not

significantly better than Cr.

One of the possible explanations as to why C, did improve

on the posttest is that they may have become sensitized to
articre usage after they took the pretest. The second

possible reason might be the fact that they acquired some
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knowledge on article usage in their living environments rather

than in this program. They just did not have time to acquire

enough knowledge to make significant progress on the posttest.
As far as the two sections of the tests are concerned,

the findings of this study indicated that the grammar-

correction treatment group made significant progress j-n the

sections of composition and paragraph editing both at the

p=.05 leve1 for a one-tailed test while the experiential
treatment group did so onry in the section of composition at
the p=.05 leveL for a one-taited test. In contrast, the

contror group made no significant progress in either of these

2 sections (For details, see p.50 and Appendix G).

In terms of section A, the differences in performance

were only found between AZ and CZ at the p=.05 level for a

one-tailed test. For section B, A, was significantly better
than B, and C2 at the p=.05 l-eve1 for a two-tail_ed test and

at the p=.05 level for a one-tailed test, respectively.
Besides, no difÊerences in performance were found between B,

and C, in the same section.

Discussion of Findinqs

The results from the present study indicate that the

Grammar-Transration lfethod is more effective than the

communicative Approach in teaching the English articre sysc,em

to chinese ESL students in a short-term learning process,

where the knowledge acquired is applied to writing tasks.
These resuLts concur with those of the study done by Dole



(1984) for the purpose of

granmar teaching and error

also support the findings

that as long as the

systematically planned, the

to ESL students.
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determining the effectiveness of

correction in free writing. They

of Abraham (1985), who suggested

instruction is carefullv and

lear--hi no of crì:anmar is benef iCial

Further, the findings of this experiment are also

consistent with the notions that it cannot automatically be

assumed that the learner will be aware of having made an

error; therefore, some positive action needs to be taken to
make him/her aware. The best way is to confront the learner

by giving hin explanations and error feedback (Bartlett,
r97 4) .

This study also provides supportive evidence that
learning is facilitated through attention to similarities and

differences between Lhe target language and the native

language. Deductive application of an explicít graÍìmar rul_e

is a useful pedagogical technique. Related and consistent

explicit error correction accompanied by adequate practice

opportunities can change students' language behaviour.

In addition, the results of group B, the experientially-
oriented group, also agree with Johnson's idea (f982) that
real communication promotes learning. Further, they support

Krashenrs theories (1982 ) that language learning comes about

through using language communicativery and that acquisition
is the basic process involved in developing language
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proficiency.

In contrast, the results of this study do not corroborate

the findings reported by the advocates of not teaching

granmar, such as White (1965), Gal-e (1968), Morgan (197I), and

El1ey et al. ( 1976 ) . One possible explanation for the

difference in the findings could be the difference in
students' attitudes toward learning English granmar. Since

al-l- the students who participated in this study vrere

volunteers, they all demonstrated a positive attitude toward

learning English grammar in answering a questionnaire (see
1

Appendix H)'. They had a desire to eradicate the errors they

made and v¡ere given many opportunities to practice their
previously-learned knowledge during the instruction. These

characteristics coincide with Annett's argument (1969) that
to eradicate an error, a student will need a desire to
eradicate the error, and an opportunity to practise in real-

conditions.

As for those who took part in the studies done by White

(1965), Elley et al. (1976), and so on, they were all students

who learned English grammar as a compulsory course. Their

motivation in eradicating the errors they made could be

somehow different from that of the volunteers in this study.

2As mentioned on p.27 above, almost arr the subjects in group
A and group B completed a questionnaire after they wrote the
Posttest. The purpose of this questionnaire was to get students'
feedback on the instruction they had received. The information
gathered from this questionnaire is summarized berow; see pp.60-
61.
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Besides, error correction does not necessarily have a

negative effect on student's performance according to the

students' feedback to this study. rt depends on the student's
learning experience and the teacher's v/ay of giving
correction. considering the fact that chinese students have

constantly been corrected by teachers since they set foot in
a classroom, error correction has become a routine procedure

to them. Contrarily, Chinese students would find it
uncomfortabl-e if error correction did not take place in the

classroom. These subtle characteristics of Chinese students

do not accord with Krashen and Terrell's (1983) notion that
error correction is likely to have a negative effect on

student' s performance.

In addition, the results obtained contradict Krashen's

ideas that language learning does not come about through

practising language skil-ls and that direct correction has no

effect on second language acquisition (Krashen and TerreIl,
1983). The evidence of this study supports the notion that
error correction and appropriate instruction in graÍtmar can

help EsL students reach native speaker accuracy in writing
(Àbraham, l9B5), especiarly in a short-term rearning process.

Nevertheress, further research shourd be undertaken to shed

light upon the results obtained by this study.

G1oba1 Errors

This section

student,s stil-1 had

discusses some grammatical points the

difficulty with even after the instruction.
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That is, what errors made in the pretest still existed in the

posttest?

Groups A e B: Countable and flncountable Nouns

It seemed that they had difficulty distinguishing between

some countabre nouns and uncountabre nouns. More than harf
of the students in groups A and B, respectively, considered

the following items correct.

a. to prevent _ possible repetition of the

accident.

b. He put _ reading down on the back of

envelope.

c. He was taken prisoner early in _ war.

d. It is _ pleasure to do a business

with...
Groups A e B: Specific and Non-Specific Nouns

More than half of the students did not use "the" in the

phrases that have a postrnodifier or are considered to be

specific.

a. It was burnt in a fire in Mr. Smith's

house. (previously mentioned)

b. I came to a conclusion that
(the only conclusion)

c. and a moment he left, I rang the

police. (has a postmodifier)

d. He spent _ next two years in (specific)
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OccasionalIy, the students took non-specific nouns as

specific nouns.

a. the meter readers usually

(meter readers in general)

b. He said he had had the book.

(mentioned for the first time in the context,

not specific)
c. He spent two years in the prisoner-of-war camp

in the south. (not specific)
Groups À p B: Set Phrases

It did not seem that the students had familiaritv with
the use of certain set phrases.

a. in a surprise

b. Letrs go by a/the car.

c. He was taken a prisoner.

d. The apples are soLd by a pound.

Group B

The following categories of errors were commonly found

in the posttest done by group B. The students in group A did
not seem to have difficulty with these errors.

a. Use "the" before a surname in the plura1

form to refer to the whole family.

e.g. Let's go to tea with _ Smiths.

b. Use "the" before body parts.

e.g. _ ears, nose, mouth are parts

of a face.
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c. Use "the" before things that are considered to

be unique.

e.g. sun sets in west.

d. Use "the" before an adjective to refer to

all the people with the similar
characteristics of the adjective.

e.g. _ Y/young (referring to young

people in general) shoul-d fearn

from their elders.

e. Use t'the" before names of Oceans, chains

of mountains, pfural- forms of countries.

e.g. Here are some pictures of _
Pacific Ocean | _ Alps, and

Philippines.

f. Use "the" before a musical- instrument

associated with the action of playing it.
e.g. Ip1ay_guitar.

g. The "four patterns": The Germans, The

German, Germans, and A German.

e. g. _ '1/t íger is in danger of

extinct.
h. Use rranrr before a vowel- sound and ttarl

before a consonant sound.

e.g. I satl a rrx, on your door.

This is an universitv.
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Teaching Suggestions

Since the two methodologies tested in this study have

their own strengths, the suggestions for teaching English

grammar are a number of eclectic teachíng techniques derived

from these two methodologies, students' feedback (based on the

questionnaire in Appendix H and on informal conversations) and

the experimenter's observation of the studv.

It is believed that to master a second language, the

student needs different kinds of Iearning strategies. No

matter how effective a methodorogy is, it cannot fulfil- arl
the goaJ-s for students with different backgrounds.

Firstr w€ need a very specific purpose for each l_esson.

For exampler ên intent of lesson one is to teach the use of
the definite article "the" in front of objects that are

considered to be unique so that the students can apply their
knowledge both in speaking and writing.

Secondr wê must arouse students' interest in certain
objects that take the definite article',the', such as the

equator, the Alps, the Tropic of cancer. The teacher can show

the students some of pictures of those items and ask questions

on their locations or geographicar features, and so forth.
Thirdr vJê shourd, give a concise grammar rul-e governing

the use of rrthe" in front of the items. show the students the
pictures again and have them repeat their names with
appropr-iate articles and/or have them make sentences or ask

questions of their neighbours, using the names of these icems.
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The teacher should give error correction only in this stage

whenever students' language production is grammatically or

communicatively incorrect. rt should be corrected immediately

so that no faulty language behavior ís to be formed in the

beginning.

Fourth, real- communication is needed, and no error
correction should be given in most cases in this stage as it
coul-d hinder students' willingness to express themselves

freely. The teacher should design some activities in which

an information gap exists and students are given opportunities
to use their previously-learned knowledge in true
communication. For instance, have each student read different
information about the Tropic of cancer and share it in his own

words with his classmates in a group of three. It is true
that intrinsic motivation wiLl- spring from an interest in what

is being communicated by the language. !,forking in smal-I

groups can certainry maximize the amount of communicative

practice they receive.

Fifth, design some \^/ritten exercises such as f ree writing
so that students can reinforce their knowledge. should a

student be unabl-e to make significant progress after these

five stages, it is suggested that s/he go back to the first
stage to start learning again and put more effort in the third
stage. Generally, explicit granmar instruction can be the

focus of teaching at all levels. with different needs of the

students, we shourd choose appropriate teaching strategies to
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help meet their needs.

Threats to Internal Validitv
CampbeIl and Stanley (I963) identified eight different

types of influences that may threaten the internal- validity
of research designs. These eight threats are: Historyr

Maturation, Testingr Instrumentation, Statistical Regression,

Sel-ection, Experimental Mortality, and Interactions among

Factors.

Since this was a pretest-posttest control group design,

a consideration of the eight threats to internal- validity
demonstrates that they were controll-ed for the present study.

Threats to Erternal Validitv
Campbe1I and Stanley (1963) also cited another four

threats to the external validity of a study. These are:

Reactive or Interactive Effect of Testing, Interaction of
Selection and the Experimental Variab1e, Reactive Effects of
Experimental

Interference.

Arrangements, and Multiple Treatment

Since the experimental effect of the present study \^ras

observed with a pretested sample, it is possible that groups

A and B viere sensitized to the treatment by the pretest.
Thus, a threat to external- validity which is not controll_ed

in this design is the interaction of testing and treatment.

The second threat jeopardizing external validity is the

interaction of selection and the treatment. For instance, the

treatments in groups A and B may have produced the obtained
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results only with a volunteer sample, and the treatments may

be differentially effective with other groups of college
students.

The third threat to external validity is the threat of
reactive arrangements. considering the fact that the students

did volunteer for a special program, the experimental resul-ts

may be due to their feel-ing of being specially treated. The

extent of this effect cannot be determined in this studv: i I
cannot, ho\uever, be discounted.

FinaIly, it is not necessary to discuss the threat of
mulLiple-treatment interference because only one treatment was

involved in each of the two experimental sroups.

Limitations of the Studv

There \¡rere six limitations operating in this study which

must be considered when examininq the findinqs.
Population

The present study used a sampl_e of 24 Chinese ESL

students who were a1l- undergraduate students. The size,
academic background, and English proficiency of the sample malz

have affected the level of statistical siqnificance found in
the results of the investigation. Their ranguage

characteristics may aLso affect the generarizabirity of the
findings. Thus, the findings of the study cannot be

generalized beyond these levers. For instance, the graÍmar-
transration method may not be efcective in teaching pre-
1íterate studenc,s.
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trdethodoloqies

The present study compared the effectiveness of two

methodologies in teaching a single English grammar aspect in
the ESL classroom. Some other methodoLoqies may be more or

less effective than them.

Written Language Production

Since all the evaluation on students' knowledge about

article usage was done on their written language production

only, the fÍndings of this study may not be general-izeable to
spoken language production.

Investigator's Bias

As the study was under the direct control of the

investigator it may have been unconsciously biased. Factors

that can be identified are teacher expertise, treatments

assigned to subjects, and teacher-student rel-ationship. This

study does not include the isolation of the effects of
variabl-es such as these.

Subjects' Attendance

Six subjects withdrew during the course of the study and

therefore were deleted from the original sampJ-e. This may

have caused a certain samplinq bias.

Time Limitation
The limited time

insufficient to alLow

may a1Iow differences

available for this study may have been

differences to develop fully. More time

to become more pronounced.
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Implications for the Classroom

The following implications appear to be warranted on the

basis of the present study and the students' feedback.

It would seem advisable that ESL teachers be made aware

of the problems that would arise when an intended granmar

point is to be presented to students. The teacher must

realize that students' accuracy in mastering a grammar point
can be improved through concise and direct instruction. some

instructional implications for teaching English granmar are

presented as followed.

First, a teacher's techniques of explaining granmar

points are of the most importance throughout the instruction.
Explanation must be clear, concise, accurate, well-prepared

and easy to understand and remember. Repetition of
expranation is often necessary. we cannot take for granted

that students will understand and remember everything in
detail right after they are exposed to it. sometimes they
just need more time and various inputs to understand an

intended item.

second, a teacher's correction must be constructive and

supportive. This is because students' self-confidence plays
an important rol-e in the rearning process. To correct
properry, the teacher shoul-d ease students' discomfort when

they give an incorrect answer by emphasizing, for example, the
importance of error correction.
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Third, the teacher should give the students sufficient
opportunities to practise their newly-l-earned knowledge in
different fashions. rn so doing, not only wil-r the students

find the instruction very interesting, but al-so reinforce
their knowledge.

Pourth' review cannot be ignored when a certain amount

of explanation is given or when a new section is going to be

taught. one of the major responsibilities of the teacher is
to help her students organize and remember intended teaching

contents. Review functions as a reminder telling the students

what they have just l-earned so that they can "Iink" their
knowledge together.

Fifth, the importance of a harmonious teacher-student

relationship cannot be overemphasized. A good working

relationship can not only l-essen students' stress in learning
but also bring a rivery atmosphere to the ctassroom. rf the

students reaLize that their difficulties are understood and

they are cared for, it is believed that they will put more

effort to their studies and make better progress.

Sixth, to build a good relationship with the students,

the teacher needs four things. These are: enthusiasm toward

her career, close attention to her students' needs and

academic performance, friendliness toward her students, and.

a wholesome outlook on life.
Seventh, it is suggested that the number of students in

each class be not greater than l-4. As discussed earlier,
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students cannot get enough attention from the teacher if the

cl-ass size is too large. Besides, it is ideal to have

students with similar English proficiency work together.
otherwise some wirr get bored because the teaching content is
too easy for them to keep up the interest, while some cannor

catch up with others.

Eighth, instructional materials shourd be comprehensive

and systematically designed. Expranation shourd be clear and

accurate. sufficient exercises and exampres of teachinq

contents are recommended.

Implications for Further Research

The resurts of this study have provided some information
about the teaching of granmar in the ESL crassroom. This

study has also raised issues which reguire further
investigation. Some of these are:

1. There is a need to compare the effectiveness of the two

studied methodologies in teaching English grarnmar with
measures in students' spoken language production.

2. More research shourd be done investigating other
grammatical topics and with students with different
language and educational baekgrounds.

3. There is a need to validate the resurts of the present

study by comparing the effectiveness of the two

investigated methodologies in 1ong-term instruction.
4. l'lore longitudinal research is needed to conf irm the

findings of the investigation. For examprer w€ cân have
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the same subjects took the posttest

six months or longer to see if the

with those of the present study.

Conclusion

again in a period of

results still concur

Based on the current study, the following conclusions

are offered for consideration.

1. Explicit grammar instruction with error correction
is effective in teaching Chinese ESL students as

long as the instruction is carefully and

systematically planned, and students' English

proficiency and educational background are taken

into account. This conclusion is Iimited to an

application to written language production.

Consistent, constructiver ând supportive explicit
error correction can change students' language

behaviour.

Articles, an English grammatical structure that does

not exist in the students' native languager pres€nt

many problems when students are using English both

in writing and in speaking.

Experientially-oriented instruction without error
correction seems to increase students' accuracy in
articl-e usage, but not as much as the Gram¡nar-

Translation method in a short-term learning process.

2.

3.

4"
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In the opinion of this researcher, the results generated

by this study are promising. Further research on this topic
might be usefur in furthering our knowredge about granmar

teaching beyond the timits assumed in this thesis. For

example, the relative importance of expticit instruction and

error correction courd be investigated. Acquisition of the

rul-es of article usage courd be studied in spoken as wel-l- as

written Engrish. Longitudinal research could be conducted to
supplement the short-term research attempted here. There are

many other possibilities, but it is hoped that these

suggestions wirl serve to indicate some of the directions that
future research might foll_ow.
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ÀPPENDIX A

Name:

IEE_!BET,Es1t

Write an essay on the topic given bel_ow.

"Hong Kong"

(about 500 words)

Correct the following paragraphs by inserting, deleting, or
changing articles. The first two are done for vou.
(Sentences in the brackets below are correct.)

There was a knock on the door. I opened it and

found smal-l dark man in check overcoat and soft
hat. He said he was a employee of gas company

and had come to read a meter. But I had

suspicion that he wasn't speaking truth because

a meter readers usually wear the peaked caps.

However, I took him to meter, which is in dark

corner under stairs (... the meters are usually
in dark corners under stairs.) I asked if he

had the flashlight; he said he disliked
flashlights and al-ways read meters by Iight of
match. I remarked that if there was the l_eak

in gaspipe Lhere might be explosion while he

$ras reading an meter . He said, "As matter of
fact there was explosion in last house I
visiied; and the Mr . Smith, a or^iner of house,

was burnt in face."

1.

76
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¿

2. Fog was so thick that \¡¡e couldn' t see side of a road.

We fol-lowed car in front of us and hoped that we çvere

going an right way.

3. I can't remember exact date of storm, but I know it t{as

Sunday because everybody \¡Jas at the church (no particul_ar

chruch referred to). On Monday post didn't come because

roads were blocked bv fallen trees.

4. Peter Lhinks that this is quite cheap restaurant.

5. Number hundred and ttvo, house next door to usr is for
sale. It's quite nice house with big rooms. Back

windows look out on park. I don't know what price owners

are asking. But Dry and Rot are a agents. you could

give them ring and make them offer.

6. Sun rises in east.

7. Did you see a boy I met?

B. Have you ever read "Alice in Wonderland"?

9. If water supplies run out, man dies. ("man" refers co

all people in the world. )
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r0. (General speaking,) Books firl the leisure time for many

peopJ-e.

I1. Brain functions as computer.

L2. Do you pfay piano?

13. (I can't have lunch with you today. ) I'm going to bank.

L4. I'm going to the Portage pl_ace with Mary, who is from

Singapore.

15. I pJ-ay soccer.

16. (Jimmy rearly l-ikes his new teacher.) He rooks forward

to going to the school every morning.

I7. (When playing "WHEEL OF FORTUNE") Can I have "M",
please?

IB. Paul wanted Eo help Mary with her luggage. He said,"Let
me give you hand."

19. Can we find a equator on earth?
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20. "Where is my book?'t rrOn desk. "

¿!. 1 naE.e p]-gs.

22. Rich ( referring to rich people ) are not always the

honest.

23. I'm going out with an Smiths (the famify). (',Smiths" is

the pl-ural form of Smith. )

24. We have pictures of Thames, Titanic and Suex Canal.

25. Plague is nov,i prevailing.

26. Dad is on phone.

27 . We are paid by hour.

28. Beauty is truth.

29. l,Iomen are expected to like a babies.

30. They see an eye to an eye.

31. Here is one and half pounds.
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f,

32. You know what. Paul's car struck an tree yesterday; you

can still see mark on tree.

33. Hand over money, please.

34. Panda can be f ound onl-v in China.

35. He was a man for iob.

36. This morning I paid visit to Nacional GaIl_erv and

listened to Bach Choir.

37. Do you have headache?

38. V{ho is cleverest in your class?

39. It seems that you need to burn midniqht oil-.

40. Life is but dream.

4r. Roof (referring to my house's roof) is covered with snow.

42. He is an one-eyed man. ("man" is mentioned for the first
time in the context. )

43. of the speed of the two swimrners, there is sliqht favour
for first.

-The End-
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APPENDIX B

Name:

TEE_PASrrESlt

Write an essay on the topic given be1ow.

"Canada"

(about 500 words)

correct the folrowing paragraphs by inserting, dereting, or
changing articles. The first three are done for you.
(Sentences in the brackets bel-ow are correct.)

l- . Mr . Smi th, the ovTner of the house , vTas burnt
in the face. He was holding the tighted match

at time of the explosion. To prevent possible
repetition of the accident, I l-ent hj_m the

flashlight. He switched on flashlight, read

meter and wrote reading down on back of
envelop. I said in a surprise that meter

readers usually put readings down in book. He

said that he had had the book but that it had

been burnt in an fire in Mr. Smith's house.

By this time I had come to a conclusion that
he wasn't genuine meter reader i and moment he

left house I rang a police.

Professor Jones' man who discovered an nerr drug that
everyone is talking about, refused to give press

conference. Peter Piper, student in professor,s college,
asked him why he refused to talk to a press.

BI
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?

4.

5.

¿

We're going to tea r.¡ith Smiths today, aren't we? Sha1l
we take car? we can go by the car if you wash car first.
we can't go to Mrs. smith's in car al-Ì covered with mud.

He was taken prisoner early
years in prisoner-of-war camp

war and spent next two

south.

ln

in

7.

rt is preasure to do a business with such efficient
organisation.

Day after day passed without a ne\,/s, and we began to 10se

hope.

one morning she rang her daughter in triumph. "f found
burglar under bed last night, " she said, ',and he was

quite young man."

Apples are sold by a pound

Sun sets in west.

These are forty pence pound

l-0. Did you remember place we met

II. Have vou ever read Adventures of Huckleoerry Finn.

Man is mortaL.

world. )

8.

L2. { "man" refers to al-1 people in the
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13. (Generally speaking,) Movies kill most of my time.

L4. I went to Tower of London yesterday.

15. Ears, nose, and mouth are parts of a face.

16. I Ìistened to your presentation on radio an other day.

L7. By way, do you know his name?

lB. (Generally speaking,) Wacer is essential to the life.

19. Counter (referring to my counter) is coated with dust.

20 . I saw rrxtr on your door.

2L. rrDo it by the hand. "

22. I see moon in sky.

23. "Where is Mom?" ttln house.tt

24. I like a doqs.

25. Young (referring to young people) should learn from their
el-ders.
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26. Did you go to visit Joneses (the family) this morning?

( "Jones" is the singular form of "Joneses". )

27. On given ftâpr \,re can find l-ocations of Pacific Ocean,

AIps and Philippines.

28. I caught flu; he had cold.

29. Vùho is most beautiful in your family?

30. f'm going to PoIo Park with John who is from United

States.

31. Do you play tennis?

32. (I can't have breakfast with you on this Sunday coming

up. ) I go to the church on foot every Sunday.

33. "Holrr much is this?' rrDollar Þound. "

34. You know what. My car ran into cree last week; I can

stil-l see mark on car.

35. Pass sa1t, please.

36. Tiger is in danger of becoming extinct in China.
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31 . He was a right person for post.

38. Have you ever heard of a Philadelphia Orchestra?

39. Disarmament proposafs have been put forward by West.

40. I don't know how to play a guitar.

4L. (Did you say you are not coming home for J-unch?)

Are you going to store?

42. Pornography (such as X-graded movies) is root of aÌl-

evil.

43. A girls are expected to be affectionate whil-e boys,

gentle.

44. This is a university. ("university" is mentioned Êor the

first time in the context.)

45. Sometimes it is hard to keep promise.

46. You are rignc, in the way.

47. This is end of test. Thank you very much!

-The End-



APPENDIX C
XVritten Exercises I

Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles or an "X" when there is no article required.

1a. Our windows look out on _ sea.

lb. It is colder in _ Antarctic Circle than in _ Arctic Circle.
1c. On the map we can find _ Plough, _ North Pole, _ Tropic of Cancer, and

Southern Hemisphere.

1d. Here are some pictures of _ Pluto, _ VenuS, _ Mars, _ Jupiter, and

Saturn.

1e. _ Mercury is the closest planet to _ sun.

2. One warm morning, _ man and _ woman were sitting on _ park bench.

man was about 40 years old. _ woman looked somewhat younger. On _
back of _ bench there was _ sign, reading "Wet Paint".

3a. 

- 

D/dogs with long legs are mine. Gpecific)

- 

D/dogs with long legs run fast. Generic)
3b. 

- 

Tltea without sugar is yours. (-)

- 

T/tea without sugar is undrinkable. (

3C. 

- 

S/sugar made in Jam¿iç¿ is more expensive. (-)

- 

S/sugar made from beet is cheaper. (_)

4. Circle the correct answer. ("Elephant" is considered as a class of animals.)

-The elephant is gigantic. (fonnal / less formal / informal)
-Elephants are gigantic. (formal / less fomral / inforrnal)
-An elephant is gigantic. (formal / less fomral / informal)

5. More examples about diseases.

the flu an ache in my ann (the) cramp malaria
the stitch a pain in ... (the) toothache smallpox

a bruise in ... (the) stomach-ache cholera

a scratch in ... (the) chickenpox typhoid
a sprained ... diphtheria

86
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a broken ...

a cold

a fever

a bilious attack

a heart attack

6a. (Generic)

_ IVheaith is more important than _ wealth.

- 

F/freedom is the right of every man.

_ B/beauty is _ rrurh.

He has _ courage and she has _ pride.

6b. (Not generic)

_ Fllhealth of rhe community is of the highest importance.

She is _ beauty.

_ T/truth is more painful than _ lie.
He has _ courage equalled by few of his contemporaries.
She has _ fierce pride.

7a. He took _ English.

He took _ English Language.

He took _ English literature.

He took _ English language and literature.
7b. 'What is _ English for "la salle"?

8. She likes lemon in her tea. - Here is a lemon.

2

impetigo

tuberculosis

cancer of the ...

hepatitis

dia¡rhoea

diabetes

pneumonia

now.

It smells like lime.

I taste

Would you like
I smell

I just cut a lime.
in the salad. - There's a la¡ge onion.

Do you like _? - I'11 buy a roast for dinner.
Do you usually like dessert? - No, but I'd like
'We usually have salad with dinner. - Did you order
'v/ould you like or 

-? 

- She made me a pie and a cake.
Would you like (some) or 

- 

? - A green tea for me and a black coffee for her

in your coffee? - This is a rich. heav)¡ cream.

- Is it a natural gas? Various are escapin r.:
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11.

9. I finaily went _ home.

They all went to _ bride's home.

10. Get back from _ school / _ college / _ university.
Leave _ school / _ hospital.

Be released from _ prison.

Go to _ town to buy clothes.

I need _ rest.

I need to take _ nap.

I don't have _ membership.

He applied for _ scholarship of 200 dollars.

The game ended in _ tie.

There is _ constant flow from the spring.

There is couole.

This is _ arristic work and that is poem.

Do you like _ poetry.

Writing compositions is _ art.

Gramma¡ is _ science.

The following words are generally considered. as uncountable nouns. No "¿" ot "an"
are to be used.

chalk / inforrnation / advice / money ("moneys" refers to sums of money) / hajr / news

/ crumbs / homework / work (refers to a task not an artistic worÐ / machinery / cattle
(plurat in meaning like "peopke") / air i"airs" refers to d.ifferent kinds of air) / water
("waters" referfþvers, lakes, etc.) /dust / smoke / fruit ("fruits" are sometimes found
referring to various kinds of fruiÐ / humour / happiness ...

t2.

1'1
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Written Exercises II

Fill in the blanks with appropriate articles or an "X" when there is no article required.

La. How much do you know about the planets in 

- 

solar system? For example,
Neptune, IJranus, and _ Venus. Where can we frnd _ plough?

ib. Is it true that humans can only be found on _ earth?

lc. Jesus came to _ earth to die for us.

2. "Where is Mom?"
"Where is mv book?"

"fn _ kitchen."
"On _ desk."

3a. German is a good musician.

Germans are good musicians.

German is a good musician.

Germans are good musicians.

3b. B/books fill leisure time for us. (formal / informal)
B/book frlls leisure rime for us. (format / informat)

3c. C/computer is a complex invention. (forrnat / informal)
C/computers are a complex invention. (formal / informat)
C/computer helps a lot today. (formal / informal)
Il/husband should help out with the housework. (informal)

3d. I like dogs and horses. (specific / generic)

H/hunters kill 

- 

elephants for their ivory. (specific / generic)

T/tiger is becoming extinct. (specific / generic)

lvVmovie fills leisure time for many people. (specifîc / generic)

3e. C/computer is an information processor.

S/stored program gives _ computer three advantages.

Today's computers have vast capabilities for storage and retrieval of data.

(formal)

(less formai)
(informal)

(most limited; religious, political)
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4. Let's praise _ brave and curse wicked.
All the people are welcome--_ oid and young; rich and _ poor.

5. You're boss tonight.

He is man for the job.

6. Before the names of the following items, l/¿¿ should be used in most cases. please

give one example for each.

buildings: choirs:
neìflspapers: organzauons:
locations:

oceans:

rivers:
SEAS:

canals:

ships:

forests:_
peninsulas:

chains of mountains:

gulfs:

deserts:

valleys:

groups of islands:

reglons:

plural names of countries:

7a. The sun rises in _ east.

Bristol is in _ west of England.

7b. -Do you agree that _ V/est is srronger in politics than _ Easr?

-Many miiitary proposals have been put forward by _ W'est.

8. lWmumps iS a children's disease.

I've got cold, _ headache, and _ flu at the same time.
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9a. "Do you play _ guitar?"

"No, I don't. I play banjo."

9b. -Chopin is regarded as poer of _ Piano.

-Liszt is wizard of _ keyboard.

(exception) "'What do you play in the band?"

"I play trumpet." (referring to the section in the band)

10. A riddle: (thing)

It is below /our eyes and above /our mouth. What is it? (

11. Mom is on phone; Dad is listening to 

- 

radio; Uncle Ben is watching
television; I am reading _ newspaper.

I got the news on radio not on _ television.

12. Who ranked _ highest?

I like this book _ best.

Do you need _ second chance?

F/first speaker was excellent, but second was dull.
B/best speech came fi¡st. 'Wworst came last.

1,3a. I go to school 4 days a week.

I go to church only on sundays.

Are you going ro _ market? (to shop)

I need to go hospital because I am very sick.

It's time you went to _ bed.

He shouid be put in _ jail.
He kills two people last month. Is he behind bar now?
Paul is at _ work and Jane is at _ schooi.

13b. I need to go ro _ hospitat ro see a friend.
I want to go to _ church to apply for a job.

He has gone to prison as a preacher.
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L4. at _ frst; in _ first place; in _ conclusion;

at _ night; in _ public; it is open to _ public;
in _ futue; get into trouble; in _ front of me;

in _ front of the roll (as a member in the roll)

15. Are you coming home for _ supper?
'What did you have for breakfast?

16a. (uncountable)

I need piece of _ paper.

Give me some paper, please.

16b. (countable: "paper" refers to a newspaper)

I want to buy paper.

What do _ papers say about it?

16c. (countable: "paper" refers to documents or assignments)

Vimportant papers were stolen. (specific)

I'm writing 

- 

paper on the teaching of English.

16d. (idioms)

W'e must get the agreement down on _ paper. (as a written form)
The plan looks good on paper. (in theory)

The project is still on _ paper. (in progress)

On _ paper, he was worrh nearly $10,000,000. (untrue)

7



APPENDX D

The Article System

A. Introduction

Article usage was the number one teaching problem of ESL teachers in the Los

Angeles area (Covitt, 1976). Both structural and transformational grammarians have been

largely unsuccessful in explicating arricie usage. One reason for this is that neither school of

analysis goes beyond the sentence level, and in article usage--to a great extent--we depend on

the discourse context to determine what is definite and what is indefinite (Celce-Murcia and.

Larsen-Freeman, 1983). In a word, it is almost impossible to set down all the rules for their

use (Messenger, 1980). This chapter, however, attempts to provide information about the

classification of the use of articles.

Among the va¡ious kinds of article usage, there are two major conceptual uses--Generic

usage and Specifying usage. In many cases, antcles--ø/an, thc can be used generically and

specifically. Compare the following usage:

<1> Generic usage
(referring to objects as classes)

The horse is a useful animal.
A horse is a useful animal.
Horses a¡e useful animals.

<2> Specifying usage
(referring to objects which are specified)

The horse is mine.

The meanings of the three sentences in case <1> are almost the same. They all

emphasize the class "horse" and are not, here, equivalent to, for s¡ample, "That horse. standing

over there, is a useful animal". The only differences bet'ween them would be that the second

sentence using the indefinite article emphasizes an individual member of the class while the

third one with no article causes the emphasis to fall on all the individual horses (see 1b iv
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2

in this chapter for more details.) In case <2>, "b@g" is specified as a particular one and

not as "horses" in general.

Since there is no arricle or plural form in the Chinese language, Chinese students would

easily get confused by the four sentences mentioned above. Being unable to fully understand

the differences among them, Chinese students wouid produce unauthentic sentences such as

''*@isausefu1animal.''or''*@,areusefulanimals.''Theformeristhemost

common form in Chinese.

Teaching articles and understanding their usage demand an awareness of the distinction.

Although the two major uses have been combined somewhat in the following outline, the

difference should be noted.



B. Theoretical Classification and Analvsis

<<OUTLINE>>

1. Use of the Definite Article "Tl¿¿"

a. Before things that have specific reference (i.e., specifying usage)

i) Considered to be unique (e.g. the sun, the moon, ... )
iÐ Mentioned before in the context

iii) By the addition of a phrase or other posnnodifier (e.g. the pír| in the blue jeans)

iv) By reason of localiry (e.g. Mom's in the kítchen --the only kitchen in the house)

v) Before some artistic works (e.9. the Blue Boy\

b. Before things that can be classified as a class (i.e., generic meaning)

i) A class of animals, things, or people (e.9. The horse is a useful animal.)

ü) Before adjectives used nominaliy (e.9. the poor, the blind ...)

iiÐ Before proper names (e.g. He was the Solomon of our asyium.)

iv) The differences be¡veen the four pattems (1) "The German",

(2) "A Geman", (3) "The Germans", and (4) "Germans"

c. Before proper nouns

i) Before family names (e.g. the loneses\

iÐ Before proper names (e.g. the Times)

äÐ Before narnes of oceans and deserts, etc. (e.g. the Atlantic\

iv) Before EastlWestlSouthlNorth (e.g. the West)

d. Before names of diseases

e. Before names of musical instruments

f. Before narnes of body parts

g. Prepositional phrases

i) Before mechanical inventions and devices (e.9. on the ohone\

iÐ Before nouns referring to the time of a day (e.g. in the morning\

h. Before superlatives, first, second, and only

i. Before some names of locations associated with activities (e.g. go to the bank)

j. Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc. (e.g. by the wov\
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2. Omission of the Definite Article "Tl¿¿"

a. Before names of placesþeopleþronouns (e.g. Let's go to Polo Park wirh Peter.)

b. Before abstract nouns (e.g. Beaun ís tuth.)
c. After nouns in the possessive case. (e.g. the boy's Agglg)

d. Before names of meals / games / academic subjects / Presídenr (e.g. Let's play chess.)

e. Before plural nouns referring to the general idea (e.g. Women hke babíes-)

f. Before nature / mass nouns / names of materials (e.g. I enjoy shovelling snow.__mass noun

g. Before homelchurchlhospital, etc.

h. Before names of some countries (e.g. Sudan, Cameroons\

i. Before places people a.re personally familiar with (e.g. Green park\

j. Before continents/countries/counties, etc. (e.g. She is from Africa.)

k. Before titles of some artistic works (e.g. Alice ín Wonderland)

1. Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc. (e.g. "Ed-_gf pa ")

3. Use of the Indefinite Arricle ",4"
a. Before countable singular nouns which are not specific for either the speaker or the listener

b. Before countable nouns referring to a class of things or people (generic usage)

(e.9. A horse ís a useful animal.)

c. With a noun complement (e.g. He is a doctor.)

d. Before expression of quanúty, numbers, price, speed, ratio, etc. (e.g. a dollar a pouncl)

e. Before Mr./lt¡frs.Àts./]Vliss + Surname and proper names (e.g. A Mr. Smíth called.)

f. Before p¡oper nouns being used as a common noun (e.g. an asoirin\

g. Before abstract nouns in generic statements (e.g. A deoendence on drugs is increasing.)

h. Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc. (e.g. as a møtter of fact\

4. @geq
a. Right before plural nouns (e.g. I like doss.)

b. Before uncountable nouns (e.g. Chalk is white.)

c. Before names of meals (e.g. We have lobsters for dínner.)

d. Before oÍ afteÍ "no" (e.g. No man can do it.)

e. Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc. (e.g. V/e see eye to eve.)



<<CLASSIFTCATION AND >>

1. Use of the Definite Article "Tl¿e"

a. Before things that have specific reference

Ð Considered to be unique:

Use the before the object or group of objects that is considered to be unique:

e.g. the sþ the stars the sun the moon

the earth the equator the sea

iÐ Mentioned before in the context

Use the before a noun which has become definite as a result of being mentioned a second

time: (or which is specif,rc to both the speaker and the listener.)

e.g. His car struck a tree; you can still see the mark on the tree.

iiÐ By the addition of a phrase or other posrnodifier

Use the before a noun made definite by the addition of a phrase or clause:

e.g. the gírl in blue; the man with the banner

the boy that I met; the place where I met him

iv) By reason of locality

Use the before a noun which by reason of locality can represent only one particular thing:

e.g. Ann is in the garden. (the only garden here)

Please pass the wíne. (the only wine here)

v) Before artistic works

Use the before some titles of artistic works:

e.g. ín the Areopagitica; in the Adventures of Huckleberry Fínn

but one would not say "*the Alice in Wonderland" or "*the Pa¡adise Lost". "Cut-and-

dried" rules in this area are not available. The easier way to master the use of a¡ticles is

to learn it bv heart.
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b. Before things that can be classified as a class

Ð A class of animals, things, or people (generic meaning)

Use the before a singular noun to represent a class of animals, things, or people:

e.g. The wha,le is in danger of becoming exúnct.

(referring to all the whales in the world.)

The deep-freeze has made life easier for housewives.

(referring to refrigerators in general.)

The German is a good musician.

(referring to all the Germans in the world.)

The smnll shopkeeper is finding life increasingly hard.

(referring to all the shopkeepers as a whole.)

But man, used to represent the human race, has no article.

e.g. -If oil supplies run out, man may have to fall back on the horse.

-Time and tide wait for no man.

iÐ Before adjectives used nominally

Use the before an adjective to represent a class of persons:

e.g. the old = old people in general

the rich = rich people in general

Sometimes, the can be omitted as in the phrase "old and young".

üÐ Before proper names

Use the before some familiar proper names to represent a class of people who have the

same characters: e.g.

He was the Solomon of our asylum. (referring to his wisdom)

She was the lezebei of the old ladies' house. (referring to her wicked nature)

ALso, the can also be used to indicate exclusiveness; it is then equivalent to the only or

the best. e.g. He was the mnn for the job. (He is capable of doing the job.)
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iv) The differences between the four patterns: (1) "The German", (2) "A German", (3) "The

Germans", and (4) "Germans".

The pattern The + síngular noun as in "The German" represents forrral usage. It can be

used to describe generically classes of humans, animals, plants, complex inventions/devices,

and organs of the body. It is not appropriate as a generic pattern for simple inanimate objects.

W'e are not likely to say,"xThe book fills leisure time for us."

In such an environment, however, either pattern 2 or 4 would be appropriate. "A book

fills (or Books fill) leisure time for us. Pattern 1 predominates in informative or technical

o*iting on animals, plants, musical instruments, and complex inventions or devices.

Pattern 3, as in "The Germans" is the most limited pattern of the four. It expresses generic

facts about human groups that is of a religious, political, national, social, or

occupationaVprofessional nature. (But "The redwoods must be preserved forever." and "Save

the whales" are exceptional.) This was not the case in pattern one. Therefore, the following

sentences are acceptable as specific but not as generic statements:

-The violins a¡e also called fiddles.

-The roses need water

-The dogs are friendly to humans.

Pattern four, as in "Germans", is a slightly less fonnal counterpart. It occurs more

frequently than pattern 1 in conversation and speech. It can also be used to make generic

statements about simple inanimate objects. Pattern 2 is the most concrete and colloquial way

of expressing a generaliry. It is used most appropriately when the context is specific.

e.g. I think a husband should help out with the housework.

Before proper nouns

Ð Before family names

-Use the before a plurai surname to refer to the whole family.

e.g. the Smiths = the Smith family the Joneses = the Jones familv

-Use the before a singular name plus a clause/phrase to distinguish one person from another

of the same name.
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e.g. "We have two Mr. Whites, which do you want?"

"I want the Mr. White who signed this letter."

The Mrs. Bush is coming here roday. (referring ro rhe first tady.)

-Letters written to two or more unmarried sisters jointly may be addressed:

The Misses Smith

-Use the before titles containing Ef such as the Duke of York, and before other titles

referring to the rank; for example,

The earl expected ... The captailz ordered ...

iÐ Before proper names

Use the before proper names such as buildings, ships, choirs, newspapers, organizations,

locations when they consist of the pattern adjective + noun or noun of rnun:

e.g. the Nartonal Gallery the Tower of London
the Bach Choir the Beatles
the Times the Phíladelphía Orchestra
the High Street the EastlWest End

üÐ Before nouns such as ocearsand deserts, etc.

Use the before names of oceans, seas, rivers, canals, gulfs, ships, deserts, forests, valleys,

peninsulas, groups of islands, chains of mountains, plural names of countries, and regions,

etc. e.g.

the Atlantíc the Thames
the Suez Cannl the Gulf of Mexíco
the Titanic the Monterey Peninsula
the Sahnra the Philíppínes
the Crímea, the Alps

iv) Before EastlWestlSouthlNorth

Use the before n¿ì.mes of directions when they are used as a noun:

e.g. the West (geographical or political)
the East (as opposed to the V/est)
the South (the southern part of a country)
the North (the northern part of a counury)
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AIso, "The sun rises in the east and sets in the west".
"Geese winter in the south",

But, "go east; go west; go north; go south; face east; face west ...

cl. Before names of diseases

Here are four patterns to say names of different diseases. llse thc in pattern L; in pattem 3,

the is optional.

Pattern 1 Pattern 2 Pattern 3 Patter 4

the * noun a/an + noun (the) *noun*pl. mass noun

the flu
J-Èra anrrJ-

Yvqe
{-ll¡ ^l -^..^L¿rç yr ag uç

a cold
a hernia
a headache

(the) bends
(the) mumps
f .l- ho\ moeql ac

influenza
pneumonia

(In British English all the -ache compounds in pattern 2 except headnche can also occur

without the indefinite article, e.g. John has ea¡ache. Also, some diseases can occur in two

different patterns such as the flu and influenza.) The name of a disease should be learned as

a unit. Memorization is very often necessarv.

Before names of musical instruments

Use the before names of musical instruments when they are associated with the action of
playing: e.g.

"Do you play the píarn?" "No, I don't. I play the violin."

This rule applies to the situaúon in which there is not a specific instrument being referred

to.

f. Before names of body parts

Use the before names of body parts when they are used in writing of medical or health-

related nature referring to organs of the body (without symbolic or idiomatic meaning such

as to learn something by ear, by heart ...).

e.g. the heart the liver the head
the stomach the ears the lungs
the kidneys the teeth the hair

e.g. In the old days, people believed that man thought with the heart.
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e. Prepositional phrases

Ð Before mechanical inventions and devices

Use the before mechanical inventions a¡rd devices where a preposition is required:

e.g. I am listening to the radio.

I learned of the accident on the radío.

My mom is on the phone.

Note that in British English it is likely to say "on the television, on the telly, on the tube

while in American English on television is usually preferred.

ii) Before nouns referring to the time of a day and of a year

Use the before the following words without referring to a parricula¡ one:

e.g. ín the morníng in the afterrnon in the eventng

Also, in the duskldarklraín in (the) springlswttmerlfalllwinter

But at dawn / at noon / at night / at dusk

h. Before superlatives, first, second, etc. and only

Use the before superlatives, first, second, etc. used as adjectives or pronouns, and only:

e.g. He is the tallest I the cleverest / the best in the class.

She is the most beaurtful wornen f've ever met.

Make the most I the best of it.
For the ntost part, they are good studens.

The first one to get rid all the cards wins.

Sometimes (the) is oprional:

e.g. I like this movie (the) best I (the) mast.

Those who have (the) most money are not always the happiest.

I can pay 50 dollars at (the) n^ost.

Sometimes the is omitted:

e.g. Most people think as I do about the matter.

I need a second chance.

Best of the best.

10
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i. Before some names of locations associated with activities

Use the before some names of locations associated with activities:

e.g. I'm going to the store / the doctor (the doctor's ffice) / the bank I the park I
the movies (British: the ctnema) I the beach ...

This does not necessarily refer to a specific store, or bank involved.

Use the before the following names of locations when primary purposes of going there are

NOT involved: e.g.I'm going to the sch.ool. (to meet a f¡iend, not to attend. classes)

I'm going to the church. (to apply for a job nor to worship)

I'm going to the market. (to look for my lost keys not to shop)

I'm going to the hospital. (to see a friend, not to ask for medical

service)

When primary purposes occur, ll¿e should be omitted. Details will be found in secrion 2e

in this chapter.

j. Idioms, set phrases and instructions

Some of the idioms, set phrases, instructions, proverbs, etc. require the even though there

is not a particular thing or person to refer to.

e.g. in the past, by the way,
the English language We are paid by the hour
Read between the línes The ship took the water
Burn the midnight oil Keep up with the Joneses
Let the cat out of the bag Put the cart before the horse
Apnl (the) fourrh, (the) ís oprional

2. Omission of the Definite Article "Zl¿e"

a. Before names of places/peopleþronouns

Do not use the before names of places/countries/peopleþronouns, etc. even though a

particular one is referred to: e.g. I'm going to Garden Ciry wirh Jones who is from

England.

Note: Before the name of a university which does not contain "gf', DO NOT use the.

e.g. Hong Kong University The Universíry of Hong Kong
Miami University The Universíry of Miamí
Michigan State University The Uníversity of Michigan

Exception: The Ohio State University
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b. Before abstract nouns

Do not use the before abstract nouns except they are used in a particular sense:

e.g. Men fea¡ death. I have confidence in you. Beaury is tuth-
(Compare: The death of the President left his parry without a leader.)

c. After nouns in the possessive case.

Do not use the after nouns in the possessive case or a possessive adjective:

e.g. the boy's uncle = the uncle of the boy

It is my blae book = The blue book is mine.

d. Before names of meals / games / academic subjects / President / Mom, Mother, Dad, Father,...

Do not :use the before names of these items:

e.g. Eat lunchlsupperldinner. Have eggs for breakfast. Mary takes economics.

He plays gof. Presídent (referring to the only president) is coming.

Where is Mom I Mother / Dad / Father ?

e. Before plural nouns referring to the general idea

Do not use the before plural nouns when we are not referring to a particular group of
things or people: e.g. Womez ¿Ire expected to hke babies. (i.e. women, babies in general)

Big hotels all over the world are very much the same.

(big hotels in general) (see section I b iv in this chapter)

f. Before Nature, mass nouns and names of materials

Do not use the before nouns which are materials, mass in meaning, or strongly reiated to

nature--the spirit of creating and motivating the world of plants and animals:

e.g. -If you interfere wi¡h nature you will suffer for it. (narure)

-klward Macdowell is considered "Tone Poet of Na,fitre". (nature)

-The roof is covered with snow. (mass)

-Ríce is a stapie food. (mass)

-Paper is made from leaves. (material)

-Mercury is higher in density than water. (material)
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g. Before home, church, hospital, etc.

Do not use the before home, church, market, hospital, prison, court, work, ffice, sea, town,

bed, school, college, uníversíry, etc. when primary pu{poses of getting to those places are

involved. When hame is preceded or followed by a descriptive word or phrase it is

treated like any other nouns. e.g.
Compare:

Go to bed (to sleep) Go to the hospital (as a visitor)
hospítal (as a patient) the church (as a ca¡penter)
prison (as a prisoner)
church (as a worshipper)
sea (as a sailor)

at sea (as a passenger) at the sea (at the seaside)
at work (as a clerk) atlin the ffice(in a working place)
at home (at one's home) atlin the home of the judse

(not in one's home)
e.g. 'We went to the church to see the stained glass.

He goes to the prison sometimes to give lectures.
(For more details, see li in this chapter)

h. Sefore names of some countries

Unique cornmon forms of geographical names with the article the seem ro move toward

the use of no article. For example, a change in status from colonial territory to

independent statehood or nationhood can cause the loss of the.

e.g. Unique Common Noun Proper Noun
the Sudan Sudan
the Cameroons Cameroons

i. Before places people are personaily familiar with

The tends to drop off in the original names of places which are mentioned frequently:

e.g. Unique Common Noun Proper noun
the green park Green Park
the river road River Road
the Brookfield zoo Brookfield Zoo

Note: "The earth" as a unique common noun and "earth" as a proper noun can exist side

bv side.
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j. Before continent, continents, countries, counties, etc.

L4

Do not use the

Continents:
States:
Cities:
Lakes:

Mountains:
Points:
Caps:
Parks:
Holidays:

before the followings:

Asia, Africa ...
California ...
Winnipeg, Toþo ... (except The Hague)
Lake Michigan (except the Great Lakes)

Mount Whitney ...
Point Dume ...
Cape Cod ...
Douglas Park ...
Thanksgiving ...

Countries: France, Canada ...
Counties: Los Angeles County ...

Islands: Staten Island ...
Bays: San Francisco Bay...
Beaches: Manhattan Beach ...
Squares: Union Square
Sreets / Roads / Avenues / Boulevards,etc.
(see also lc iü in this chapter)

1. Before titles or artistic works

Titles of artistic works Íìre not usually preceded by the;

e.g. Alice in Wonderland

Milton's Areopagítica

l. Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc.

Very often the is not required in these

e.g. "End, of Paper"
Hand in hand
On foot
Keep door closed
Empty contents of envelope

Paradise Lost

forms:

We see eye to eye
Face to face
By hand
Can't r¡ake head or tail of it

into a medium size saucepan.

3. Use of the Indefinite Article ",4/,4,2"

The form "a" is used before words beginning with a consonant, or a vowel (a,e,i,o,u,) with

a consonant sound while the form "an" is used before words beginning with a vowel or with

a mute "h":

First sound of the word
e.g. a cat kl

a man /n/
a hat /h/
a university ly
a European ly
a one-way street lw/

an apple
an isiand
an uncle
an hour
an L-plate
an MP

First sound of the word
/æ/
lal
/N
latl
/el
/el
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a. Before countable singular nouns which are not specific for either the speaker or the listener

Use ¿ before countable singular nouns which are not specifîc for the speaker or the

listener. Usually they are mentioned for the first time in the context and. represents no

particular person or thing:

e.g. I need a vísa. They live in an apartment.

I saw a dog yesterday. (the dog is specific for the speaker but not the listener)

V/e know there's a spy in your cellar. (the spy is specific for the listener only)

I need a new belt. (the belt is not specific for both)

b. Before countable nouns referring to a class of things or people

Use ø to represent the whole class of objects or people. This form sounds informal.

e.g. A car must be insured. = All carc /Any car

A child needs love. = All children / Any child

(see also 1b i or lb iv in this chapter)

c. With a noun complement

.4, is usually used to introduce a person's profession / title / gender / rank / position, etc.

or a thing's nature: e.g. He is a doctor I a father I a student I a man.

It was an earth4uake. That is an apple.

(h the above examples, the nouns after verbs-to-be are complements of the subjects.)

Note: If there are more than one complement referring to the same subject, ø does not

necessarily occur before all the complements except before the first one.

e.g. He is a teacher and student.

d. Before expressions of quantity, numbers, prices, speeds, ratio, etc.

Use ¿ in this case to represent certain among of things which are countable or uncountable.

e.g. a lot of (work, apples) quite a few
a thousand, a half-holidoy
a dollar a mete sixry kílometres an hour (- 60tonlhr)
10 pounds a basket one and a half kilos (but half a kilo)
four times a døy seven days a week
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e. Before Mr. I Mrs. / Ms. / Miss + Surname and proper narnes

Use ¿ before the pattern Mr. I Mrs. / Ms. / Míss + Surname or other proper names to

imply that the person referred to is a stranger to the speaker:

e.g. A Mr. Smith is asking for you on the phone. (IIe is the fifth one named Smith)

A John talked to me at the pany all nighr (I didn't know him well.)
(see also lc i or 2a in this chapter)

f. Before proper nouns being used as common nouns

Use ¿ before proper nouns such as trade names:

trade names common nouns of things
e.g. Aspirin an aspirin (a tablet of aspirí.n)

Kleenex a kleenex (a paper tíssue)
Jeep a jeep (an automobíle)
Xerox a xerox of something (a photocopy)

g. Before abstract nouns in generic statements

Some abstract nouns that have dual mass/count functions in generic statements can be

preceded by a when they are concrete and informal in the context.

e.g. A dependence (- Dependence) on drugs is increasing.

An íncreas€ (= Increase) in input produces dramatic changes in oulput.

Note that the more concrete and informal the context, the better the countable form with

the indefinite article sounds. This rule applies to some other nouns: retard.ation, expenditure,

decrease, achievement, success, demand, growth, prioriry, and so on.

h. Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc.

Very often a is required in the forms such as idioms, set phrases, instructions, and
proverbs, etc.

Compare:
e.g. in a way in the way

in a manner in the manner (= on the scene)
as a means of by means of
as a matter of fact as the matter stands

in the matter of

e.g. A good artist must have an eye for color.
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4. Omission of the Indefinite Article "A "
a. Rieht before plural nouns

No ¿ is used before plural nouns with plural meaning:

e.g. I like dogs. Women l:l<e children.

Compare: There are a lot of children. That is a means of communication.
(singular in meaning)

b. Before uncountable nouns

Do not use ø before uncountable nouns when they refer to mass / materials / abstract

things. This includes nouns which occur in a singular forrn with plural meaning.

e.g. Vy'e don't have any problem with colour. Chalk is white; coal is black.

I love music and art. He likes fish and fruit.

We need furniture / informatton / a-dvice I luggage ...

Compare: An íron (an appliance) an air (meiody)
a coffie (a cup of coffee) an aspirìn (a tablet of aspirin)

c. Before nâmes of meals

No ¿ is necessary before names of meals except when they are preceded by an adjective:

e.g. W'e have brealcfast at eight. I was invited to dínner.

Compare: He gave vs a sumptuous dinner.

I was invited to a dinner given to welcome the new ambassador.

(very special meal given to celebnate something or in someone's honour)

d. Before or after no, no a is required. Compare:

e.g. He is no teacher. He is a teacher.

It makes no dffirence. It makes a dffirence.

No fty can pass through the screen. Not a ÍIy carrt pass through rhe screen.
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e. Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc.

Very often ¿ is omitted in the forms such as idioms, set phrases, signs, instructions,

subtopics, casual conversations, etc.
Compare:
-to make (or keep) a promísee's' --li;:ro:::'ìí,L,,. 
-He has an eyeror a¡rs.

-The information has come to hand. -Let's give you a hand.

-f,äi: i,'i,uo:" -iilå'ili ,!n!2";,0.
He resigned in favour of a better man. -Of the speed of the two swimmers,

there is a slíght favour for the flrst.

As mentioned earlier, the English article system is very complicated; hard and fast rules of

usage are not always available. The purpose of this chapter was to give more information about

the ciassifications of a:ticle usage. In the research, evaluation of the subjects' performances and

theoretical explanations of article usage will largely be based on the classifications and rules

discussed in this chapter.



APPENDIX E

Lesson Plans for the Granrmar-correction Treatment Group

Lesson One

Class: Gram¡nar-Correction Treatment Group

Length of time: Iå hours

Material-s: Appendices C and D.

objectives: To l-earn the forl-owing granmar rul-es and to lss^¡

how they govern the use of articl_es under the

conditions concerned.

l. Use of the Definite Article "The"

a. Before things that have specific reference

( i. e. , specifying usage )

i ) Considered to be unigue

(e.g. the sun, lhe moon r . .. )

ii) Mentioned before in the context

iii) By the addition of a phrase or other
postnodifier

(e.9. the woman in red)

iv) By reason of J-ocality

(e.9. Mom's in the kitchen,--the only
kitchen in the house)

v) Before some artistic works

(e. g. the Bl_ue Boy )

b. Before things that can be cl_assified as a

class (i.e. r g€nêric meaning)

11r_
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A class of animals, things, or people

(e.9. The horse is a useful animal. )

Before adjectives used nominally

(e. g. the poor , the bl-ind )

Before proper names

( e. g. He was the Sol-omon of our

i¡\LL I

'i ii ì

asylum. )

iv) The differences

patterns (I) "The

German", (3) "The

t'Germans "

between

German",

Germans "

the four

(2) "A

, and (4)

Procedure: ( I )

(2)

Greet the students and tell- them what qE are

going to do in the five sessions to come.

Provide each subject rvich a copy of ffi>endix

D as a handout and Appendix C-W r i t t e n

Exercises I & lI.
Explain the grammar rules l-a to Ib in t h e

handout (20 min).

(3)

(4) Write a number of nouns or noun phrases o n

pieces oÊ paper before hand and ask t h e

students to make a sentence out of them or

simply tel-l them to repeat the nouns with
appropriate articl-es. ( 15 min. )

Given: AIps

Students; The AIps are in Europe.

e.g
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(5) Have them finish items #t to #q of rhe

written Exercises I (I0 min).

(6) Have them read aloud their answers and a s k

for explanations (I0 min).

e.g. Why did you use "the" before the

word "sea" in item #I?

(1) If necessary, give explanations on

errors they made and provide more

examples of correct usage.

(8) Summary: Repeat very brief ly al_I the k e y
points covered in this lesson (5 min.).

(9) Ask Lhem to read Ic to Ij on pp. 7-11 of the

handout at home.

Techniques: -Grammar rul-es are basically presented

deductively.

'In most cases, the Grammar-transl_ation

method is employed.

Note that there is a ten-minute break in each session.
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Lesson Two

Class: Grammar-Correction Treatment Group

Length of time: 1å hours

Materials: Appendices C and D.

objectives: To rearn the forrowing granmar rul-es and to lss,i

how they govern the use of articl_es under the

condiLions concerned.

1. Use of the Def inite Article 'Therl

c. Before proper nouns

i ) Before family names

(e.9. the Joneses)

ii) Before proper names

( e. g. the Times )

iii) Before names of oceans, deserts, etc.
(e.9. the Atlantic)

iv) Before East/West/SouLh/North

( e. g. the !{est )

d. Before names of diseases

e. Before names of musical instruments

f. Before names of body parts

g. Prepositional phrases

i) Before mechanical- inventions

and devices (e.9. on the phone)

ii) Before nouns referring to the time
of a day (e.9. in the morning)
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h. Before superlatives, first, second, etc, and

onlY

i. Before some names of Iocations associated

with activities
(e. g. go to the banl< )

j . Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc.
(e.9. bv the wav)

Procedure: (I) Greet the students.

(2) Review: Ask them and,/or remind them of what

vJas covered in the last lesson.

(r0 min).

( 3 ) Tell- them what we are going to cover in this
lesson.

(4) Explain the granmar rules lc to tj in the

handout (20 min).

(5) Write a number of nouns or noun phrases on

pieces of paper before hand and ask the

students to make a sentence out of them or

simply tell- them to repeat the nouns with
appropriate articles. ( t5 min. ) .

(6) Have them read item #5 of the Written
Exercises f and finish items #I to #L2 of

the Written Exercj-ses II (f 5 min).

(7) Have them read aloud their answers and ask

for explanations (f0 min).
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(B) If necessary, give explanations on errors

they made and provide more examples of

correcc usaqe.

( 9 ) Summary: Repeat very brief J_y aII the key

points covered in this lesson (5 min.).
(I0)Ask them to read section 2 on Þp. l_t_-I4 of

the handout.
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tesson Three

Cl-ass: Grammar-Correction Treatment Group

Length of time: Ià hours

Material-s: Appendices C and D.

Objectives: To learn the following grafimar rul_es and to know

how they govern the use of articlesunder the

conditions concerned.

2. Omission of the Definite Article "The,

a. Before names of places / people / pronouns

( e. g. Let 's go to Pol-o Park with Peter . )

b. Before abstract nouns

(e.9. Beautv is truth. )

c. After nouns in the possessive case

(e.9. the boy's uncle)

d. Before names of meals / games / academic

subjects / President

(e.9. Letrs play chess. )

e. Before plural nouns referring to the general

idea (e.9. Women like babies.)

f. Before nature / mass nouns / names of

mate r ials
( e. g. I en joy shovell-ing snow. )

g. Before home / church / hospitaJ-, etc.
h. Before names of some countries

(e.g. Sudan, Cameroons)
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i. Before places people are personally famil-iar

with (e.9. Green Park)

j. Before continents / countries /
counties, etc.

(e.9. She is from Africa. )

k. Before titles of some artÍstic works

(e.9. Alice in Wonderland)

I. Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc.
(e.9. "Er9_@.r")

Procedure: (1) Greet the students.

(2) Review: Ask them and/or remind them of what

was covered in the last Iesson.

(I0 min).

(3) Tell- them what v¿e are going to cover in this

lesson.

( 4 ) Explain the grammar rules 2a to 2L in t h e

handout (20 min).

(5) Write a number of nouns or noun phrases on

pieces of paper before hand and ask the

students to make a sentence out of them or

simply teIl them to repeat the nouns with
appropriate articles. ( I5 min. ) .

(6) Have them finish items #6 to #I0 of the

Written Exercises I. (10 min).

(7) Have them read aloud their ans\^/ers and ask

for explanations (10 min).
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(B) If necessary, give explanations on e r r o r s

they made and provide more e x amp J- e s o f
correct usage.

(9) Summary: Repeat very briefly all the k e y
points covered i-n this lesson (5 min. ).

(10)Ask them to read section 3 on pp. I4-l-7 of
the handout.
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Lesson Four

Class: Grammar-Correction Treatment Group

Length of time: 1å hours

MateriaÌs: Appendices C and D.

objectives: To rearn the fol-Lowing grammar rures and to rcs^/

how they govern the use of articles under the

conditions concerned.

3. Use of the f ndef inite Article ',A/An,'

a. Before countable singul_ar nouns which are not

specific for either the speaker or the

listener.
b. Before countable nouns referrinq to a class

of things or people (generic usage)

(e.g. A horse is a useful- animal. )

c. With a noun comr¡lement

( e. g. He is a doctor . )

d. Before expression of quantity, numbers,

price, speed, ratio, etc.

(e.g. adollarapound)
e. Bef ore Mr . /Mrs . /¡¡ts. /¡,tiss + Surname and

proper names (e.9. A Mr. Smith calIed.)
f. Before proper nouns being used as a common

noun (e.9. an aspirin)
g. Before abstract nouns in generic statements

(e.9. A dependence on drugs is
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increasing. )

h. Idioms, set phrases, instructions, etc.
t a ã ñ^l-far aF Fa¡+- \fE.V. 9Þ é lltclLLc! vL lquL,,

Procedure: (1) Greet the students.

(2) Review: Ask them and/or remind them of what

was covered in the last lesson.

(10 min).

(3) TelI them what v/e are going to cover in this

lesson.

(4) Explain the grammar rul-es 3a to 3h in t h e

handout (20 min).

(5) Write a number of nouns or noun phrases o n

pieces of paper before hand and ask t h e

students to make a sentence out of them or

simply teII them to repeat the nouns with
appropriate art.icles. (f5 min.).

(6) Have them fínish items #I3 to #16 of t h e

Written Exercises II and #lf of the Vlritten
Exercises I. (I5 min).

(7) Have them read al-oud their answers and a s k

for explanations (I0 min).

(8) If necessary, give explanations on errors
they made and provide more examples of
correct usage.

(9) Summary: Repeat very briefly aII the k e y
points covered in this lesson (5 min.).
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(10)Ask them to read section 4 on pp. 17-18 of
the handout.
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Lesson Five

CIass: Gramrnar-Correction Treatment Group

Length of time: f] hours

Materials: Appendices C and D.

objectives: To rearn the foll-owing granmar rules and to lsrr^i

how they govern the use of articles under the

conditions concerned.

4. Omission of the Indef inite Article ',A/An',

a. Right before plural nouns

( e. g. I like dogs. )

b. Before uncountable nouns

(e.9. Chalk is white. )

c. Before names of meals

(e.9. We have lobsters for dinner.)
d. Before or af ter rrnorl

(e.9. No man can do it.)

e. Idiomsr sêt phrases, instructions, etc.
(e.9. We see eye to eye. )

Procedure: (t) Greet the students.

(2) Review: Ask them and/or remind them of what

\,7as covered in the last lesson.

(I0 min).

(3) TelL them what we are going to cover in this

lesson.
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(4 ) Explain the grammar rul-es 4a to 4e in t h e

handout (20 min).

(5) V{rite a number of nouns or noun phrases o n

pieces of paper before hand and ask t h e

students to make a sentence out of them or

simply tell- them to repeat the nouns with

appropriate articles. ( 15 min. ) .

( 6 ) Have them read item #I2 and finish #f3 of

the Written Exercises I (15 min).

(7) Have them read aloud their ansvzers and ask

for expÌanations (10 min).

(B) If necessary, give explanations on errors
they made and provide more examples of

correcE. usage.

(9) Summary: Repeat very briefly aIl the key

points covered in the past 5 lessons

(12 min. ) .

(10)Announce the administration of the posttest

for the next meeting.

(11)Ask them, if possibl-e, to lvrite down their
comments about the instruction of this course

in general.

-End of Lesson Plans for Group A-
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Lesson Plans for the Experiential--Treatnent Group

Lesson One

Class: Experiential Treatment Group

Length of Time: l] hours

l,laterials: Appendix E--Chapter 3 "How to !êlE about

the world" on DD.27-3L extracted from

Reading in Enqlish for Students of English

as asecond languaqe" (2nd Editíon) by

Danielson, Hayden, Hinze-Pocher and

Glicksberg.

Intents: -To understand the first and the l-ast two

paragraphs of the essay.

-To be able to discuss the connotations of

the word "home".

'To be able to express themselves verbally.
'To be able to write an essay on the topic

on p.31 of the handout.

Setting: Sit in a circle. When a person talks,
everybody can have eye contact with him,/her.

Procedure: (1) Greet the students and tell them what

we are going to do in the following 5

sessions.

L25
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(2) Encourage them to share something about

their families. e.g. How many brothers

and sisters do you have? (I0 min)

(3) Provide each student with a copy of

Appendix E as a handout.

(4) Have them read the first paragraph on

p.27 in the handout. (5 min)

( 5 ) Ask them questions about the meaning of

the word "home".

e.g. !{hat does the word "home" mean

(i) to an Englishman, (ii) to a

Frenchman, and (iii) to you?

( 10 min)

(6) Put them in groups of three and have

them share their ideas about "home".

ALso encourage them to talk about what

kind of "home" they are expecting for
their future. (f5 nin). The teacher

circulates amony these groups.

(7) Ask alL the students to sit in a circle
again and listen to their sharing"

(10 min) .

(8) Take a break for ten minutes.

(9)Read aloud the last two paragraphs on

p"29 in the handout. (5 min).
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( Since this is the first session and the

subjects do not have a chance to read

the whole essay beforehand, onIY 3

paragraphs are intended to be covered. )

(I0) Ask thern if they have any questions

about the 2 ParagtaPhs.

(II) Ask question #6 on p.30 in the handout.

(5 min).

( 12 ) Discuss questions #7 and #B on pp . 3 0 -

31. (10 min.).

( 13 ) Ask them if they have come across any

phrases in Chinese which are difficult

to translate into English such as

"piaomei" or vice versa. (10 min).

(14) Have the students finish item flO on p-

31. (If they cannot finish it in class'

ask them to finish it at home and bring

it back next time. )

(15) Tell them to read pp.75-80 at home.

Note that rneaning rather than grammar points is the

focus in alI these five lessons. Whenever there are

smal1-group discussions, a student in each group is

invited to tead the discussion. Meanwhile, the teacher

circuLates amony them and gives feedback.
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Lesson th¿o

Class: Experiential Treatment Group

Length of Time: Iå hours

Materials: Appendix E--Chapter 7 "The Ice Age and the

Cauldron" on pp.75-80 oÊ the handout.

Intents: -To understand the essav.

-1o be able to discuss the connotations of

the terms "poIIution" and "greenhouse

effect "

-To be able to express themsel-ves verba1ly.

-To be able Lo lvrite an essay on one of the

topics #9, #10, or #f1 on pp.79-80 of

the handout.

Setting: Sit in a circle.
Procedure: (I) Greet the students.

(2) Ask: What is "pollution"?
Waht is "greenhouse effect"?

What do you think is the most

serious pollution problem in Hong

Kong today? in North America?

What causes poll-ution?

(10 min).

(3) Have them read the first 6 paragraphs

of the essay on pp.75-76. (8 min.).
(4) Put them in groups of three and ask them
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(6)

Continue to have them work in smal-I

groups. Ask them to share their ideas

on how to solve some of the pollution
problems. Question #9 on p.79 serves

as a stumulus (20 min.).

(9) leII them to sit in a big circLe again

and listen to their ideas. (10 min. ).
( I0 ) Ask them to finish one of the items: #9,

#10, or #11 on pp.79-80 at home and

bring it back next time.

(11)Tell them to read pp.139-l-40 at home.

(I2) Collect their writings assigned last
vieek. Go over them, give written
feedback, and return them to the

students next time. Note that no error

correcE, ]-on 1s q]-ven. If there is
something corununicatively incorrect, ask

them for a clear explanation.

r29

to share their
p.78 (12 min).

Have them read

f^ 111 ^ñ n ?QLv tft v¡¡ Ir.ru.

Invite them to

Ask questions

(10 min. ).
Take a break.

ansviers to #1 and #2 on

pp.33-43 and work on #4

(15 min. ).
share their answers.

and give feedback.

(t)
(B)
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tesson Three

Class: Experiential Treatment Group

Length of Time: lå hours

Materials: Appendix E--Chapter l-0 "Margaret Mead

Answers" on ÐÞ.139-144 of the handout

Intents:

Setting:

Procedure:

-To understand the essay.

-To be able to discuss the connotations of

the words "temperament" and

"personality"

-To be able to express themselves verbally.

-To be abLe to write an essav on the topic

#8 on p.144 of the handout.

Sit in a circle.
( t ) Greet the students.

(2) Ask: How do you distinguish between the

terms "temperament" and "personality"?
(I0 min. ).

( 3 ) Have the students take turn reading

aloud the whole passage if they did not

read it over at home. Each student

reads a few lines. Highlight all the

key words in the fcotnotes on pp.139-

l-40. (J-0 min. ) .

( 4 ) Ask them the main ideas of the passage

and give feedback. ( B min. ) .
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(6)
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Put them in groups of three and teI1

them to discuss questions #2, #3 and #4

on pp .L4L-L42 " ( 12 min. ) .

Ask the students who are in charge of

group discussion to share thelr answers

and encourage others to make comments.

(10 min.).

Take a ten-minute break.

Continue to have them work in small

groups. Ask them,"Who do you think

should be more responsible for the jobs

listed in question #7 on pp.143-L44,

why? Encourage them to elaborate on

their arguements. (25 min).

Have them sit in a big circle again and

l-isten to their conclusion. (5 min. ) .

TelI them to read pp.149-163, finish #B

on p.I44 at home, and bring it back next

(1)

(B)

(e)

(10 )

time.

( 11 ) Collect their writings

week. Go over them,

feedback, and return

students next time.

assigned last
give written

them to the
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Lesson Four

Class: Experiential Treatment Group

Length of Time: Iå hours

Materials: Appendix E--Chapter 11 I'Ho\t¡ to TeIl When

Someone is Saying rNo,| on pp.149-I63 of the

handout.

Intents: -To understand the essaY.

To be able to say rINorr in a polite way.

To be able to express themsefves verbal-ly.

To be able to write an essay on one of the

topics #3, #I1 or #L2 on pp.161-163 of

the handout.

Setting: Sit in a circle.
Procedure: (1) Greet the students.

(2) Ask a number of students

i) to go to a movie.

ii) to join you for dinner.

iii) to listen to some music in Your

home, etc.

(5 min.).

( 3 ) Have them discuss what are the proper

ways to say "No".

e.g. What would you say to decline

an invitation?" (12 min. ).
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( 4 ) Invite 4 students to take turn reading

aloud suggestions #2 to #5 on pp.I52-

I53. Each student reads one suggestion.

(8 min. ).
( 5 ) Put them in groups of three and ask them

to work on guestions #1, #4, #5' and ff7.

(20 min. ).
( 6 ) Tell them each group is going to present

a role play based on question #10. Ask

them to talk about it v¡ith their group

members during the break. (10 min.).

(7) Take a l0-minute break.

(B) Have them prepare the role p1ay.

(I0 min. ).
( 9 ) Each group presents thei r rol-e play .

Ask for feedback after each

presentation. ( 15 nin. ) .

(10) TeIl them to read pp.199-211, finish one

of the items #3, #11, or #12, on pp.16l-

and 163 at home, and bring it back next

time.

(II) Collect their essays assigned last week.

Go over them, give written feedback, and

return them next time.
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Lesson Five

Class: Experiential- lreatment Group

Length of Time: l-| hours

Materials: Appendix E--Chapter l-4 "The Medical Lessons

of Historv" on pp.199-211 of the handout.

Intents: -To understand the essav.

-To be abLe to talk about the main ideas of

the essay.

-To be able to express themselves verba1ly.

-To be able to write an essay on one of the

topics #I3 and #I4 on p.210 of the

handout.

Setting: Sit in a circLe.

Procedure: (1) Greet the students.

(2) Ask: What are the main ideas of each

section of the essay?

What do vou remember about the

essay?

(3) Discuss questions #3, #5, #6, and #7.

(25 min. ).
(4) Take a ten-minute break.

( 5 ) Put them in groups of three and have

them work on questions #1, #2, #10, and

#I2 on pp.206-210. ( 20 min. ) .

(6) Ask them to sit in a big circl-e again
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and listen to their answers. (I0 min. ).
(1) Discuss questions #8, #9, and #1I if

time al-lows. (15 min. ).
( B ) Tel-I them to finish one of the questions

#I3 or #L4 on p.2I0 at home and bring

it back next time.

(9) Collect their essays assigned last week.

Go over them, give written feedback, and

return them next time.

( l0 ) Announce the administration of the

posttest for the next meeting.

(ff)Ask them, Lf possibLe, to write down

their conrments about the instruction of

the past 5 sessions in qeneral.

-End of Lesson Plans for Group B-
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Another step in the data analysis was to perform similar
comparisons of the three groups' performance on each of the

two subsections of the pretest and posttest' namely the

composition section (section A) and the paragraph editing
section (Section B). The reason why this analysis was not

included in Chapter 4 is that additional comparisons increase

the l-ikelihood of finding significant differences on the basis

of chance and, in effect, lower the alpha level substantially.
Additional Comparisons

In terms of section A afone (Composition), both the

grarnmar-correction treatment group and the experientiaJ-Iy-

oriented treatment group made significant progress in the

posttest. In contrast, the control group made no progress

in the same test. Here are the three statistical analyses.

Tabl-e 7

(Group A: Pretest-Posttest Comparison)
( Section A--Composition )

SUBJECT
SET A)r-r'¡

SIGNED
d=A't -4, RANK

RANK WITH LESS
FREQUENT SÏGN

A

r.5

B

6.5

5
A

3
2
I
1

^

0
0
+

a
A

;
9

5
/l

7
6
9
5

1I
13

I
2
3
+
5
6

B

Since T=0r To=4 and T<To,

score was oOtaine¿ in section

J=
significant decrease

at the P=.65 level.

0
ina

.{-à
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Table I
(Group B: Pretest-Posttest Comparison)

( Section A--Composition )

SUBJECT
SET EI d=8.'-8,

SIGNED
RANK

RANK WITH LESS
FREQUENT SIGN

lq

q

'1 tr

6

-1.5

3
2

r_3
l

9

-1
2

I3

¿

5
0

I3
3
7

L2
9

5
1

13
I4
T2

6
T4
22

l_

2
3
4
5
6
7
B

Since T=I.5, T-=4 and
P

error score was obtained in

a one-tailed test.

T<T^, a significant decrease in
È/

section A at the p=.65 l-evel for

Table 9

(Group C: Pretest-Posttest Comparison)
( Section A--Composition )

SUBJECT
SET ")cl

STGNED
d=C., -c, RANK

RÀNK WITH LESS
FREQUENT SIGN

7
6

L2
L4

7
I3
20

5
7

13
5
6

T2
I6
33

I
¿

3
+

5
6

B

-2
I
1

-9
3
5
3

I3

-3

4,5
6
ll ç,

X

T=10
decrease in errorSince T=10, To=4 and T>To a significant

score was not oUcairreA ir, 
"""t:.on 

A.
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Tab1e ten reveals the results of the comparison of A, and

B2 in section A of the posttest.

Table 10

(Groups A & B: Posttest Comparison)
( Section A--Composition )

A2 "2

0
0
4
A

A

4
R

9

0
2
3

5
1

9
L2
13

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

0-2 3-5 6-8 9-11 L2-L4

A2, sB (x) 2/B 6/8 7/B B/B B/B

82, sB (x) 2/0 4/B 5/B 6/8 B/B

Differences 0/B 2/B 2/B 2/e 0

Let p=.65. We have nr=nr=B=the number of subjects in each

group. Since the largest discrepancy between AZ and B2 is
2/8, KD = 2, which is the numerator of this largesr
difference. Reference to Tabl-e L (see Siegel, 1956. p.278)

reveals that when N = B, a value of KD = 2 was not

signi f icant . v'Ie then concruded that A) did not make

significantly fewer errors than Br.
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TabÌe eleven reveals the results of the comparison of A.,

and C" in section A of the posttest.¿

Table I1

(Groups A 0 C: Posttest Comparison)
( Section A--Composition )

A2 t2

3
6
1
-

L2
r_3

I4
20

rì

0

=
A

A
=
R

Y

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

0-2 3-5 6-B 9-r r

42, Sg (X)

B^: Sg (X)

2/8

0/0

6/8

r/8
//ó
L /9,

x /x

4 /9,

8/B

7/8

Differences 2/B 5/B 3/B 4/B L/8

According to Table L (see Siegel, 1956.

= 8, a value of KD = 5 was significant. We

that A, made significantly fewer errors than

level for a one-tailed test.

p.278), when N

then concl_uded

C2 at the p=.65
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Tabl-e twerve reveals the resuLts of the comparison of B,

and C, in section A of the posttest.

Tab1e L2

(Groups B 0 C: Posttest Comparison)
( Section A--Composition )

B2 c2

0
2
3
5
1

9
L2
13

3

6

l
L2
13
L4
20

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

0-2 3-5 6-B 9-r1 L2_T4

BZ, SB (X) 2/B

C^: Sa (X) !/0

4/B

L/B

s/8

4 /9,

6/B

4 /R

B/B

7/B

Di fferences 2/B 3/8 1 /e, L/8

According

= B, a val-ue of

that B, did not

to Tabl-e L (see Siegel, 1956. p.278), when N

KD = 3 was not signif icant. V,ie then concluded

make significantly fewer errors than Cr.
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In terms of section B al-one (Paragraph Editing), only the

granmar-correction treatment group made significant progress

in this section. Here is the statisLical procedure.

TabLe I3
(Group A: Pretest-Posttest Comparison)

( Section B--Paragraph Editing )

SUBJECT
sET A.l A.? d=4.'-At

RANK W]TH LESS
FREQUENT S]GN

SÏGNED
RANK

L26
242
3 43
446
5 50
6 61
- eF/ l)
864

20
24
27
26
2T
32
30
IB

6
IB
r6
20
29
29
25
¿to

I
3

2
4
6.s
6.5
5
I

Since T=0,

error score was

*p=4, and T<Tp, a

obtained in section

f=0

significant decrease in
A at the p=.95 level.
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Tab1e fourteen reveals the resu]ts of section B done bv

group B in the pretest and the posttest.

Table L4

(Group B: Pretest-Posttest Comparison)
(Section B--Paragraph Editing)

SUBJECT SÏGNED RÀNK WITH LESS
SET Bl B) d=8.,-8, RANK FREQüENT StcN

1 32 3L L 2
23938L2
3 34 35 -L -24 40 43 -3 -454246-4-5
6 s0 44 6 6
7 48 39 9 7
B 76 87 -II -B

Iz
A

5

T=19

Since T=19, T^=4, and T>T^, a significant decrease inYP
error score was not obtained in section A.
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Table fifteen reveals the resul-ts of section B done bv

group C in the pretest and the posttest.

Tabl-e 15

(Group C: Pretest-Posttest Comparison)
( Section B--Paragraph Editing )

SUBJECT SIGNED RÀNK WITH LESS
SET Cl C) d=Cr -Cr RANK FREQUENT SIGN

1 23 22 I 1.5
2 39 49 -10 -5.53 37 35 2 3.5
4 46 48 -2 -3.55 48 34 L4 B
6 48 49 -1 -1.s7 46 36 10 5.s
8 68 B0 -L2 -7 1

T - I7.5

Since l=L7.5, T^=4, and T>T*, a siqnificant decrease inl/P

error score was not obtained in section A.
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TabIe sixteen reveals the results

A" and B" in section B of the posttest.z¿

of the comparison of

A2

Table I6

(Groups A & B: Posttest Comparison)
(Section B--Paragraph Editing)

18
20
2T
24
26
27
30
32

31
35
3B
39
43
+4
46
a'l

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

L8-22 23-27 28-32 33-37 38-42

A2t Sg (X)

Be: Sg (X)

3/B

0/0

6/B

0/B

B/8

T/B

B/B

) /R

B/B

4/B

Differences 3/B 6/B 7/B 6/B 4/B

According to Table L (see Siegel, 1956.

= B, a vafue of KD = 7 was significant. We

that A, made significantly fewer errors than

at the p=.95 leve1 for a two-tailed test.

p.278) , when N

then concluded

B2 in section B
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TabIe seventeen represents the resul-ts of the comparison

of A, and C, in section B of the postt,est.

Table L7

(Groups A A C: Posttest Comparison)
(Section B--Paragraph Editing)

A2 c2

18
20
2T
24
26
27
30
32

22
34
35
36
48
49
49
BO

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

TB_22 23-27 28-32 33-37 38-42

42, SB (X)

Czr SR (X)

3/B

L/0

6/8

L/B

B/B

1 /9,

B/B

4/8

8/B

4/B

Differences 2/8 5/B 7/8 2/B 4/B

According to Tab1e L (see SiegeJ_, 1956.

= B, a vafue of KD = 7 was significant. We

that A, made significantly fewer errors than

at the p=.95 level- for a one-tailed test.

p.278), when N

then concluded

õ ì- ^^^r.:^*e2 :.n sectron B
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TabIe eighteen indicates the resul-ts of the comparison

of B2 and C, in section B of the posttest.

Tab1e 1B
(Groups B & C: Posttest Comparison)

(Section B--Paragraph Editing)

B2 cz

3I
35
3B
39
A')
=J
/1 A

46
87

22
34
35
36
4B
49
49
80

Per cent of total errors in the posttest

LB-22 23-27 28-32 33-37 38-42

Bz, sB ( x) 0/B 0/B L/B 2/B 4/B

c2, sB (x) I/0 I/8 L/B 4/B 4/B

Differences L/B I/B 0/B 2/B 0/8

Per cent of total- errors in the posttest

43-47 4B-52 53-57 58-62

Bz, SB (x) 7/8 7/B 7/B 7/B

C?, Ss (x) 4/B 7 /B 7 /8 7 /8

Differences 3/8 0/8 0/B 0/g

According to Table L (see Siegel, 1956. p.2'78), when N

= B, a vafue of KO = 3 was not significant. We then concluded

that B2 did not make significantly fewer errors than C? in
section B.



APPENDIX E

QUESTIONNAIRE

Please ans\,Jer the f oll_owing questions.

r. what do you think of the lessons and learning activities?
2. VÌhat do you think of the learning material-s?

3. What do you think of the instructor?
4. What do you think of the size of the cl_ass?

5. What do you think of the learning atmosphere?

6. Do you like learning English grammar?

7 - rf you have a choice, would you like the teacher to correct
your grammatical errors during the instrucEion? Explain.

8 - courd you make some suggestions on how to improve the

program?

r47


